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Abstract

Since the inception of associate degree nursing programs, professional nursing conversations and debate have grappled with reckoning differences between the associate degree in nursing (ADN) and the bachelor’s degree in nursing (BSN). Research reporting better patient outcomes with more baccalaureate prepared nurses has been a driving force for pursuit of higher numbers of baccalaureate prepared nurses by nursing professionals, policy makers and health leaders (IOM, 2010). In spite of national efforts, a progress report evaluating the effectiveness of such efforts revealed slow progress (NASEM, 2015). A literature review of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon suggests the knowledge, insights, and experiences of nurses at the heart of the ADN to BSN transition are missing. This Gadamerian phenomenological study presents narratives from twelve ADN-BSN nurses, from semi-structured interviews, asking about their experiences, opinions, and thoughts on practicing nursing with a bachelor’s degree post associate degree. “Difference of Opinions” emerged with subthemes. Some participants shared they did not experience any difference in terms of personal, community or professional nursing. Others commented on themes of Self-fulfillment, and Self-improvement. Three sub-categories of self-improvement were identified (a) The value of research and developing into a change advocate; (b) Becoming well rounded, looking at things differently; and (c) You don’t know what you don’t know, and education is only a piece of it. Concerning the community perspective people noted Nursing Goes beyond a Patient and a Disease Process into the Community. A major theme highlighting different opinions from a professional nursing perspective was Greater Respect, More Active
Engagement. Personal, social, and environmental stressors may influence the experiential meaning making of nurses who go through the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon.

Adult transformational learning theory and attention to horizontal learning and vertical cognitive development help explain the meaning making associated with having a bachelor’s degree. Associate degree nurses open to critical reflection and examination of personal assumptions, about learning are likely to discover transformational meaning in obtaining a baccalaureate degree.
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Chapter One: Introduction

For over half a century, policy makers, healthcare authorities, and practice leaders have discussed the configuration of entry level nursing degrees, focusing primarily on the associate degree (ADN) and the bachelor’s degree in nursing (BSN). Renewed fervor exists on the topic of ADN and BSN nurses since the Institute of Medicine (2010) released a report recommending the goal of entry level nurses’ education reach 80% BSN nurses by the year 2020. The argument is that baccalaureate nurses are better prepared to meet the service delivery care demands of today’s complex health care environment. To appreciate the magnitude of advancing more nurses to a BSN level, consider the current make-up of the United States nursing workforce. The United States Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS, 2010) statistics indicate diploma and associate degree nurses comprise nearly 50% of the 3.1 million nurses in the United States. ADN graduates comprise 53-57% of all candidates passing the national licensing exam annually (NCSBN, 2011; NCSBN, 2012; NCSBN, 2013; NCSBN, 2014; NCSBN, 2015; O’Neal, Zomorodi, Wagner, 2015). The associate degree pathway remains a major source of newly licensed registered nurses reportedly due to low cost and shortened timeframe to receive the entry level nursing degree (Altmann, 2011).

Architects of ADN to BSN change are predominately nurse educators, administrators, and policy makers citing research findings that report better patient outcomes are achieved with baccalaureate prepared nurses (Aiken, Clark, Cheung, Sloane, & Silber, 2003; Estabrooks, Midodzi, Cummings, Ricker, & Giovannetti, 2005; IOM, 2010; New Jersey, 2012; Ridley, 2008; Tourangeau, Doran, McGillis Hall, O’Brien
Pallas, Pringle, Tu, & Cranley, 2006). The challenge for the nursing profession is to prepare a nursing workforce capable of caring for more complex patients with higher levels of responsibility in a rapidly changing technological environment, which is different than the traditional expectations of the professional nurse role (McNiesh, Rodriguez, Goyal, & Apen, 2013). An additional issue that must be addressed in the pursuit of higher levels of education is the issue of quality and quantity of education (Fisher, 2014). While nurse educators and administrators make program, curriculum, and degree pathway changes, additional considerations must be examined regarding the individual’s perspective of quality and quantity in education. Ultimately, a nursing career is an individual’s decision, as is continuing education and a journey of lifelong learning. Individual choices are the navigators of destiny. Often intrinsic and extrinsic factors influence a person’s decision making process. When making or contemplating a change, it is human nature to ask, what’s in it for me? (Bye, Pushkar, & Conway, 2007). Several academic pathways are available for individuals to enter into the nursing practice and several additional pathways are available for nurses to continue their education for advancing to a bachelor’s degree or higher. Some nursing studies have focused on asking students what their educational experience has meant (Delany & Piscopo, 2004; Delany & Piscopo, 2007; Lillibridge & Fox, 2005; Zuzelo, 2001), and there is a substantial amount of research that examines change and motivational factors associated with advancing education, but as Ridley (2006) indicates, evidence is lacking in the area of nursing educational learning and how it translates to a practice environment. This study looks beyond the educational environment and examines what meaning ADN-BSN
nurses attribute to have the BSN degree in practice settings. A review of the literature for this study did not uncover any studies examining nurses lived experiences focusing on the transition to a BSN and the meaning making of that learner experience into nursing practice. No evidence has been found that includes personal perceptions of progressing from one entry level nursing degree to another and how advancing one’s education influences the meaning of nursing practice in the work environment. One way to fill the research/evidence gap related on this issue is to conduct qualitative phenomenological research asking ADN-BSN nurses the meaning of having a bachelor’s degree; based on their experience what difference exists between the two degrees; and to what extent the BSN degree is personally and professionally valued.

A vision for change must be embraced by all individuals, but especially those affected by change. While nurse educators, administrators, and policy makers have made progress instituting ADN-BSN transition changes, additional insights from ADN-BSN professionals who can share their lived experiences, are needed. Input from all stakeholders promotes success of any intended change. Although greater than 60% of associate degree nurses report plans to continue their education (Altmann, 2011), historically, less than 22% of ADN nurses return to school to complete a bachelor’s degree or higher (Hall, Causey, Johnson, & Hayes, 2012; Munkvold, Tanner, Herinckx; 2012). Individual commitment is arguably the most crucial component ensuring success of a desired change (O’Brien, 2002). With national initiatives promoting the bachelor’s degree in nursing, additional research examining the meaning of the BSN degree for ADN-BSN nurses is warranted. A deeper understanding of factors influencing the
question, what’s in it for me, and more thoroughly considering the meaning of what the
BSN means in regard to practice is warranted. Maintaining support of stakeholders and
communication are also essential to successful change (Oakland & Tanner, 2007).

How to improve the transition of entry level associate degree nurses to higher
levels of education has plagued the nursing profession for decades. This study asked
nurses who started with an associate degree and then obtained a bachelor’s degree
(referred to as ADN-BSN throughout this paper) to share thoughts, opinions, and ideas
about the lived experience of practicing with a bachelor’s degree. Participants were asked
to reflect on the meaning of this achievement personally and professionally. A goal of the
study was to extrapolate what expert ADN-BSN nurses expressed as meaningful when
practicing with an advanced degree, thus contributing to a gap in the current research and
illuminating the question, “what’s in it for me?” for ADN nurses questioning a return to
school to advance their education. Asking or allowing free will of choice with
transparency, yields more successful results in regards to individuals choosing education
and developing positive meaning from the experience (Phillips, 1992). This concept is
applicable to nurses in a position of considering advancing from an associate to a
bachelor’s degree in nursing. “The endeavor of the learner is to construct meaning and
ability to deal with the challenges of practical life (p. 10)” (Illeris, 2009). Illeris points
out that while content in the form of knowledge and skills is learned and necessary,
additional opinions, insights, meaning, attitudes, values, methods, and strategies also
contribute to “building up the understanding and capacity of the learner (p. 10).”
This study’s aim is to explore the meaning of having a bachelor’s degree in nursing as expressed by registered nurses who began their career by first obtaining an associate degree in nursing. Presumably, narratives regarding the meaning of having a bachelor’s degree will provide a more thorough understanding about perceived differences. The aim of the study is to provide evidence that may contribute insights to entry level nurses, also possibly illuminating motivational factors associated with the educational experience. This study provides knowledge and opinions from ADN-BSN professionals that may contribute to recognition of intrinsic and extrinsic factors that influence an individual’s decision making process regarding a return to school and illuminate an area of research currently undiscovered.

In 2015, the American Nurses Association (ANA) released an updated Code of Ethics that addresses nurses’ commitment to the care of individuals, the community and a larger national and global population. This study’s interview questions were designed to reflect nursing practice and care as highlighted in the updated Code of Ethics. Semi-structured interviews were conducted asking participants questions about their ADN-BSN experiences, taking into consideration their perspectives regarding the meaning of having a BSN degree in relation to their personal practice, care for members of the community, and as a member of the nursing profession. The researcher gathered, analyzed, and interpreted narratives, and identified issues, patterns and themes in the data.

Hopefully, the data will help to answer some of the following questions: What does it mean to an associate degree registered nurse to obtain a bachelor’s degree;
including meaning to self, meaning in regards to caring for others, as well as meaning as a member of the nursing profession? Does obtaining a bachelor’s degree affect professional development, knowledge, attitude, skill and/or practice, and if so how? What are the differences between the two entry level nursing degrees? Is the additional time, money, and effort required for obtaining a BSN education worthwhile, meaningful, and/or valuable? How does completion of the baccalaureate degree support the personal and professional development of those who undertake the challenge?

This study is important for the following reasons. First, research evidence is needed focusing on nurses at the center of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon to fill the current literature gap and to examine the meaning making that ADN-BSN nurses transfer from academia to the practice environment. Continued conversations, controversy, and debates regarding entry level nursing education persist in the nursing profession with no research based evidence contributing to the discussion about the individual meaning the baccalaureate degree has for nurses who started a nursing career with an associate degree. There is increased national interest on this issue focusing on health outcomes and care delivery of those who have a baccalaureate degree. Nurses are at the center of a national call for lifelong learning (Bye, Pushkar, & Conway, 2007), and a healthcare redesign supporting sustainability, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness (Smolowitz, Speakman, Wojnar, Whelan, Ulrich, Hayes, & Wood, 2014). Also, nurses must meet the demands of a growing population and keep up with technological advances. This study may expand the current understanding of the ADN-BSN experience for the architects of various ADN-BSN transition changes.
Background

For decades the nursing profession has grappled with reckoning the differences between ADN and BSN educational preparation. A growing body of quantitative research addresses ADN and BSN differences with more support emerging for the bachelor’s degree. A historic turning point occurred in 2010 when the Institute of Medicine (IOM) released *The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health* report with numerous recommendations for the nursing profession. One recommendation was for increased education of all nurses with a goal targeting entry level nurses to be 80% baccalaureate prepared by the year 2020. The IOM recommendation was stimulated in part by the growing body of evidence identifying differences between nurses’ quality of care and patient outcomes (i.e. decreased mortality and failure to rescue rates) supporting the bachelor’s degree nurse (Aiken, Clark, Cheung, Sloane, & Silber, 2003; Estabrooks, Midodzi, Cummings, Ricker, & Giovannetti, 2005; Ridley, 2008; Tourangeau, Doran, McGillis Hall, O’Brien Pallas, Pringle, Tu, & Cranley, 2006). A review of the literature (Sauld, 2014) reveals there are limited numbers of qualitative (phenomenological) studies that examine the experiences of ADN-BSN nurses (Delaney & Piscopo, 2007; Zuzelo, 2001).

For over 50 years, the ADN-BSN phenomenon has generated professional discourse. A proliferation of associate degree programs occurred during a post-World War II nursing shortage. Even today the option to enter the nursing profession with an associate degree remains a vital productive pathway because of low cost,
accessibility/location of programs, and the shortened length of time to obtain a degree (Altmann, 2011).

The continued dialogue about the ADN verses BSN educational preparation includes issues and topics such as standardizing the nursing entry level degree, positive impact on practice measures like patient outcomes, and quality of care, as well as healthcare priorities like patient satisfaction. The healthcare environment is changing rapidly due to technological advances and the issue of multiple degree programs and pathways to an RN license remains controversial.

Little qualitative data addressing the meaning of having a bachelor’s degree after starting a nursing career with an associate’s degree exists in the literature today. An assumption of this study is only a nurse who has experienced and practiced with both an ADN and BSN degree can relate life experiences and meaning pertaining to the ADN-BSN phenomenon, providing insight about what having a second entry-level degree means. ADN-BSN narratives appear to be a missing component when trying to understand the transition of ADN nurses to the BSN level. The American Academy of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) (2005) projects a nursing shortfall of approximately 260,000 nurses by the year 2025. Innovative, effective plans, initiatives, and strategies are needed for the nursing profession to meet the healthcare needs of a rapidly changing health landscape in the 21st century. This study provides data to fill the information gap and generate new and different discussions, insights, and understanding about the ADN-BSN phenomenon.
Purpose

The aim of this study is to examine the narratives of nurses who completed and are practicing with a BSN degree subsequent to starting their nursing career with an entry level associate degree in nursing. Moreover, this study explores the personal meaning associated with practicing with a BSN and caring for others, as well as being a member of the nursing profession. A conjecture is that the insights of ADN-BSN nurses, the only authorities qualified to speak about experiencing both degrees, will inform and resonate with other associate degree nurses who question reasons for returning to school to obtain a bachelor’s degree. Another assumption is that something of value is gained from additional education but research detailing what, if anything, is missing. The shared experiences of ADN-BSN nurses are examined for sense-making and articulation of themes that address the research questions. Personal stories and narratives are expected to resonate with associate degree nurses more than statistics that highlight patient outcomes, critical thinking scores, or comparative skills data (Rubin & Rubin, 2012; Conger, 2013; Lillibridge & Fox, 2005). Presumably, themes and interpretation derived from the data may influence academic and recruiting conversations, as well as factors affecting individual’s decision making regarding returning to school.

Conceptual Framework

Methodology. A qualitative research method and a phenomenological lens were chosen for this study because the questions posed require investigation of a phenomenon. Qualitative research is a method often used to examine social, contextual, natural events, and human behaviors of interest. Systematic inquiry is conducted to gain understanding
of various life events. Depending on the research question and the researcher’s perspective, different qualitative methodologies have different goals and approaches to address various research questions in different ways (Parse, 2001). Phenomenology examines the life experiences or essence of specific phenomenon through the narratives of individuals knowledgeable about the phenomenon (Creswell, 2007; Liamputtong, 2009). Phenomenology is discovery oriented and focuses on questions intended “to help understand more deeply or thoroughly certain situations” (Van Manen, 1990, p.23). The phenomenological lens in this study examines the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon, practicing with a BSN after first practicing with an associate degree, intends to make connections between patterns of association, and delves into meaning making.

Creswell identifies that qualitative research shares a worldview aligned with understanding phenomenon through subjective narratives of participants, the importance of social and historical context of a phenomenon, and the possibility of multiple meanings based on personal meaning and the influence of social interactions. Qualitative approaches often follow the constructivist paradigm that generally generates theories from a bottom up approach. Subjective stories produce patterns and similarities, subsequent categories, and generate theories.

This study’s Gadamerian phenomenological approach was intended to examine the context of social change and the art of human experiences. Specifically, exploration of ADN-BSN nurses’ stories of a professional career that started with an associate degree followed by obtaining a bachelor’s degree, delineating meaning of the phenomenon from a personal/individual perspective, and from the perspective of a member of the
community, and of the nursing profession. The choice of phenomenology as a method was an intentional decision to explore the lived experiences of ADN-BSN nurses and to adhere to a philosophical framework highlighting human dialogue as the cornerstone of understanding. Qualitative research is an approach to study the experiences of people, the way they live and interact with others, as well as the world around them (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). Seeking knowledge using a qualitative phenomenological approach examines the context, consequences, outcomes, as well as the significance of the investigated subject and can lead to a different understanding of the studied phenomenon (Wertz, Charmaz, Mullen, Josselson, Anderson, & McSpadden, 2011). Sharing ADN-BSN life experiences will likely provide insight into the collective meaning of the BSN degree and hopefully generate new thought and conversation about the issues and challenges related to the ADN-BSN controversies. Current literature on this phenomenon is predominantly quantitative studies comparing ADN to BSN patient outcomes, critical thinking skills, attitudes, values, and beliefs. For a more all-inclusive understanding of the phenomenon, qualitative evidence should be considered.

Often, numbers and statistical analysis do not translate into meaningful use when the issue being studied is complex and multifaceted, such as human behavior or experience (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Research that employs qualitative methods is useful when, “… the intention is to change the issue under study or to produce knowledge that is practically relevant – which means relevant for producing or promoting solutions to practical problems” (Flick, 2007, p. 9). Although, as already mentioned, phenomenology is not intended to solve problems, so no single phenomenological interpretation of a
human experience, such as the findings in this study, can be considered exhaustive regarding the possibilities of yet another deeper, richer, complementary description of the phenomenon (Van Manen, 1990); therefore additional research of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon is needed.

It is presumed discovering similarities and patterns as expressed by ADN-BSN nurses about the meaning of having a BSN would resonate with ADN nurses and offer findings to reflect on regarding better understanding of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. The evidence produced from this study may resonate with associate degree nurses wondering about furthering their education and practice. Data from participants who have experienced the transition from ADN to BSN is useful to document ideas, opinions, insights, and perspectives. Such documentation and data may be useful to stimulate dialogue and discussion among associate degree prepared nurses, nurse educators, and those interested in professional development theory and practice.

Qualitative research begins with several underlying assumptions. Creswell (2007) highlights five basic assumptions of qualitative researchers. He first identifies the ontological belief, or the nature of reality, as one of multiple realities. Truth is not a universal singular truth to be controlled, measured and generalized like in more traditional quantitative research, rather truth is individual perspectives of realities often expressed by individuals describing their experiences and meanings. The collective narratives of ADN-BSN nurses is the truth or reality of meaning associated with advancing nursing education from an associate degree to a bachelor’s degree and the meaning expert nurses translate to practice. Second, Creswell states the epistemological
assumption, or how a researcher knows what he knows, is more subjective in nature and requires the researcher to engage with participants, getting to know them. Gadamer’s philosophy that acknowledges researcher subjectivity cannot be removed from a study, rather researcher prior knowing is an essential contribution to the researcher/participant dialogue, supports Creswell’s epistemological assumption and requires researcher/participant engagement. Third, qualitative research assumes researchers bring values and biases to a study and are explicit about those values and biases. Researcher values and biases, which Gadamer terms prejudices, are addressed on page 15. Fourth, qualitative researchers often write from a personal lens and in a literary form embracing an artistic use of language by sharing stories, meaning and experiences of participants. Often, terms in qualitative research evolve from the research data versus being defined by the researcher prior to the study. Study themes emerged from the data, from participants’ stories. Lastly, Creswell identifies differences in methodological approaches, methods used in the process of research, highlighting how qualitative research uses “inductive logic, studies the topic within its context and uses an emerging design” (p.17) to shape research questions as well as collecting and analyzing data. Qualitative research uses inductive reasoning which is “a process that starts with the details of the experience and moves to a more general picture of the phenomenon of interest (Leihr & Smith, 2002, p. 110)” (Speziale & Carpenter, 2003, p. 8).

Guba and Lincoln (1994) provide insights suggesting the role of qualitative research is to restore balance especially in the realm of inquiry into human behavior. Qualitative approaches are intended to address the issue of contextual situatedness and
avoid context stripping since context is a significant component of understanding human behavior. This study emphasizes the importance of social and historical context of the ADN-BSN phenomenon. The issue of what a bachelor’s degree means must be in the context of a registered nurse who already practiced with an associate degree. Statistical numbers too often do not translate into behaviors, decision making, feelings and emotion. Human behavior “cannot be understood without reference to meaning and purpose” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p. 197). Meaning and purpose in research contexts is often derived through the use of qualitative methods (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).

“Qualitative data are a source of well-grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of human processes” (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014, p. 4). Qualitative data supplies subjective meaning from a targeted population, which explores in greater depth the value and meaning of their experience revealing appropriate color, texture and context of expressed similarities and patterns (Mertens, Bledsoe, Sullivan, & Wilson, 2010). This study aims to obtain the detailed, rich descriptions of ADN-BSN nurses’ experiences, explore themes and subthemes, and explicate the meaning of the BSN degree for nurses who entered the profession with an associate degree.

Essential to phenomenological research is acknowledgement of the researcher’s bias, assumptions, which Gadamer terms prejudices, and expectations in regard to the line of inquiry. To that end, the following paragraphs describe and discuss how researcher prejudices are addressed in this research study.

Re­searcher Prejudice. Gadamer (1975) breaks down the word prejudice to its most basic form and root words and defines prejudice as a pre-judgement. A judgement
of a situation before all elements are known or considered. He acknowledges that over time the word prejudice developed negative connotation, but his intentional use of the word strictly addresses instances of pre-judgement. He also identifies that often times situations we know something about are known to us because of story-telling, often handed down through generations and/or traditions and too often certain aspects of those situations are taken for granted or do not take into consideration changes over time. Gadamer calls taking things for granted hidden prejudices, and such hidden prejudices are a tyranny that deafens us to an alternative truth. Here is the case when prejudices of scholars, policy makers, administrators, nurses and students formulate the current knowing of the ADN-BSN phenomenon. Prejudice again is not intended to imply a negative state, rather to acknowledge a judgement without all perspectives or knowing regarding the ADN-BSN phenomenon.

“True prejudice must be justified by rational knowledge” (Gadamer, 1975, p. 285), but one must acknowledge no situation, event or phenomenon can ever be all knowing, especially considering the element of time. So the idea of eliminating prejudices is an unrealistic fantasy. Instead of eliminating prejudice, the goal is to have conversations about the ADN-BSN experience and have a fusion of horizons, altering the present knowing of the phenomenon.

A researcher prejudice regarding the ADN-BSN phenomenon is a sense of social downward discrimination toward associate degree nurses. A notion formulated from twenty six years of practice experiencing numerous conversations and situations with scholars, administrators, and nurses who questioned the value, worthiness, and equal
recognition of associate degree nurses in the nursing profession. For seven years teaching associate degree nurses, discussions occurred revolving around differences between associate and baccalaureate degree nurses. Students repeatedly shared disparaging remarks and stories. This prejudice, or pre-judgement of the ADN-BSN phenomenon, specifically pertaining to differences between the two entry level degrees also includes dialogue with dozens of associate degree and bachelor’s degree nurses regarding their personal perceptions of differences between the two degrees. This prejudice includes subjective knowing from current research addressing ADN and BSN differences including critical thinking studies, patient outcome and safety studies, skills, attitudes, values, and beliefs studies, as well as motivational factor studies. But missing from the researcher’s formulation of this prejudice is evidence from nurses who transitioned from an associate degree to the bachelor’s degree in nursing. Little insight or knowledge was gleaned from professionals who transitions from one entry level degree to another. Instead, prior knowing was predominantly from scholarly articles and conversations with individuals in and around the phenomenon. The researcher has no experience practicing with an associate degree in nursing, and besides seven years teaching associate degree nurses, little knowledge from professionals who lived the experience of practicing with both degrees is included in this researcher prejudice. Conducting interviews to obtain the stories of ADN-BSN professionals is a way to create dialogue to deepen the current knowing of the subject and contribute insights to this researcher prejudice.
Theoretical Framework.

To believe in the power of thinking is also to acknowledge that it is the complexity and mystery of life that calls for thinking in the first place. Human life needs knowledge, reflection, and thought to make itself knowable to itself, including its complex and ultimately mysterious nature. It is a naïve rationalism that believes that the phenomena of life can be made intellectually crystal clear or theoretically perfectly transparent (Van Manen, 1990, p. 17).

While researcher knowing includes awareness of theories on adult learning, motivation, social cognition, personalities, and change, no specific theory guides this study, rather the phenomenological lens directs the course of study, because the study is one of discovery. Acknowledging researcher knowing and prejudice, yet remaining open to the data, allows participant narratives to evolve into themes rather than the researcher conforming data into a preconceived theoretical framework.

This research study is a means of gathering data to contribute to the current knowing of the ADN-BSN phenomenon. As mentioned earlier, there is little research asking the targeted ADN-BSN population what having the BSN degree means to them. The study questions are semi-structured to help focus participants, yet open ended allowing for personal interpretation of the questions and allowing participants to direct the conversation to highlights of the significance and meaning of their experiences. A key element of Gadamer’s philosophy is the relationship of knowing or understanding with time. Historical context of individual understanding is of the utmost importance. An individual’s history or the history of a phenomenon provides context of knowing and
understanding. “Understanding is to be thought of less as a subjective act than as participating in an event of tradition, a process of transmission in which past and present are constantly mediated” (Gadamer, 1975, p. 302). Prejudices cannot be separated in the sense that a researcher abandon their fore-knowing and accept participant knowing as truth because that separation leads to additional prejudices or incomplete truths and subsequent misunderstanding. Gadamer argues that an interpreter grappling with text, trying to combine current fore-knowing with elements of other’s knowing is the process of understanding. He states understanding is the process of exchanging knowing, text and traditions. He denies a person can develop better understanding, rather just to understand in a different way (p. 307). Each exchange, each idea shared, each text written impresses upon the interpreter additional knowing, and the process of making sense and meaning is the challenge with the end result being a different understanding of a phenomenon.

Addressing researcher prejudice, pre-judgement, or researcher fore-knowing, was not to dismissed prior subjective knowing, rather acknowledge and refrain from prior knowing influencing study data. Additionally, study credibility was maintained by listening to participant’s narratives and allow their stories to be heard. The objective being to combine fore-knowing with elements of participant experiences and process both in an iterative fusion of horizons, a deeper, more thorough understanding of the phenomenon.

Significance

Healthcare continues to change rapidly, and nurses play a critical role in this continuing evolution. Since 2010 it is undeniable that significant finances and efforts have been spent on achieving the 80% BSN goal recommended by the IOM, but slow
progress toward the goal warrants re-examination of the ADN-BSN phenomenon to discover what if anything is missing. “The problem of attracting more RN’s to continue their education may depend on marketing the relevance and value of education for nurses in the clinical practice, not the difference between levels of RN education per se” (Lillibridge & Fox, 2005, p. 16). Conger (2013) claimed that for persuasion purposes quantitative research is often too abstract for people and therefore results are not as meaningful or memorable. He noted that providing stories, or qualitative results, provides more of an emotional impact and thus may persuade individuals in their decision making. Lifelong learning by all nurses is necessary to keep up with the constant changes in the healthcare environment (AACN, 2008; Bye, Pushkar, Conway, 2007; IOM, 2010). In order to reach a different understanding of the experiences of ADN-BSN nurses, the questions posed to participants relates to the personal and professional meaning associated with practicing with a BSN degree, and may illuminate the learning process of nurses and their translation of that learning to meaning making during their nursing practice. A leading assumption of this study is that returning to school and obtaining a BSN degree is a significant, positive and meaningful experience.

Chapter two reviews the literature on the historical context of associate and bachelor’s degree nurses, research on the differences between the two degrees, and policy and practice changes affecting entry level nurses’ education. Chapter three lays out the methodology, methods and design choices utilized for examining the research questions. Chapter four details participant narratives and categorizes findings into subsequent themes and subthemes that emerged from the data. Chapter five outlines further analysis
and interpretation of data findings, provides a conclusion of insights and lessons learned, and discussion for possible future research agendas related to this topic.
Chapter Two: Review of the Literature

This study intends to examine the experiences and meaning of a bachelor’s degree for ADN-BSN nurses, and allow the voices of an understudied population to be heard. It is believed that a different understanding of the lived experiences of ADN-BSN nurses will provide insight to the question of what having a BSN means, to oneself, others and the nursing profession. Another supposition is that this study will provide insight to questions like (a) why get a BSN, (b) what is the value of a BSN to an ADN nurse, and (c) what is gained by obtaining a BSN. The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature related to the evolution, development, and issues of associate degree programs in contrast to baccalaureate degree programs. Review of the literature includes several different areas in an effort to present a broad view of current knowing about the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon in nursing.

Using art as an example, Gadamer (1975) explains how a complex concept requires several perspectives to make clear the current understanding of the concept. This review of the literature aims to make clear the meaning of having a bachelor’s degree as expressed by nurses who already obtained an entry level associate’s degree in nursing. A thorough examination of different areas pertaining to associate and baccalaureate degree nurses is necessary to appreciate the complexities of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. Recognizing the meaning of what having a BSN means to post associate degree nurses is a single component of the whole ADN-BSN transition phenomenon.

The history and development of associate degree entry level nursing education programs provides the social and professional context for the present study. Studies
examining differences between associate degree and baccalaureate prepared nurses that focus on scope of practice differences, motivational factors, quality care, and patient outcomes are presented since these studies are often cited in initiatives promoting change in nursing education pathways and policies (IOM, 2010; New Jersey, 2012; New York, 2011). A review of these studies is necessary to evaluate current positions fostering changes in education, policy, and motivating forces for nurses seeking advanced degrees. As noted in this review, there are limited numbers of qualitative studies about the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. Adding data and narrative to the current literature is one way to enhance the evidence base and support inquiry among associate degree nurses asking questions about returning to school. As mentioned earlier, an all-inclusive approach examining the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon is necessary to attain a deeper understanding of the subject. Lastly, a legislative experiment associated with advancing nursing education is presented to provide an example of contextual effects of policy change on nursing practice and on the advancement and recruitment of nurses.

**Entry into Practice: The History and Evolution of Educational Pathways in Nursing**

Gadamer explains the importance of historical context in relation to understanding phenomenon. He maintained it is imperative to trace the historical underpinnings of a phenomenon. Thus, it is important to set the context for this study and describe the history and evolution of educational pathways in nursing.

Mahaffey (2002) in her article *The Relevance of Associate Degree Nursing Education: Past, Present, Future* outlines a brief history of associate degree nursing education. She describes the origins and beginnings of associate degree education in the
United States and notes that between 1943 and 1948, in response to a post-World War II nursing shortage, the American Association of Community Colleges, in conjunction with the U.S. Office of Education and the federal government, developed an associate degree in nursing education program for community and junior colleges. The Bolten Act of 1943 helped fund the endeavor and annual graduation rates positively reflected the effort showing large increases in the nursing workforce. Funding ran out in 1948 and the number of nurses graduating dropped dramatically.

In 1952, amidst another nursing shortage and with renewed funding from private sources like the Carnegie Foundation and the W.G. Kellogg Foundation, a professional movement developed to move nursing education out of hospitals and into colleges and universities. A two year associate degree nursing pilot program was introduced at Teacher’s College, Columbia University. “The project director was Dr. Mildred Montag, whose dissertation, *Education for Nursing Technicians*, promoted a research-based plan to create and test a model for the new nursing degree” (Mahaffey, 2002, para. 9). The pilot program consisted of seven associate degree nursing program sites.

After evaluation of the pilot programs, the following conclusions were reported, (a) associate degree graduates passed the licensing examinations, (b) associate degree nurses were able to function as staff nurses, (c) the program attracted large numbers of students, and (d) the nursing program developed into a significant part of the community college (Mahaffey, 2002). Additional accolades of the associate degree programs included attracting a large minority population as well as non-traditional students, including older students and more male students.
Over the last several decades, the seven pilot programs increased to greater than 800 associate degree nursing programs throughout the country (Mahaffey, 2002). Several characteristics of these programs attracted students including, “lower tuition rate, geographical locations, completion time, reputation of graduates, dynamic curricula, and effective faculties” (para. 38).

There are three traditional pathways into entry-level nursing, which includes diploma programs, associate degree programs, and bachelor’s degree programs. The diploma nursing programs are hospital based and utilize an apprenticeship learning model. Associate degree programs are most commonly found at community or technical colleges, and are often considered an efficient, economical choice. Baccalaureate programs are traditionally university based and offer in depth research, informatics, community/population health, leadership/management, and social sciences and humanities courses enhancing educational opportunities that prepare nurses for all care settings (Raines, Taglaiereni, 2008). The additional coursework of a baccalaureate program is intended to prepare nurses for a broader scope of practice and “a better understanding of the cultural, political, economic, and social issues that affect patients and influence health delivery” (AACN, 2014).

A more recent entry-level nursing pathway is an accelerated entry-level baccalaureate program. Such programs are for bachelor’s prepared individuals from non-nursing disciplines who enter an accelerated nursing program, highlighting nursing concepts and care over an 11-18 month period, and are then qualified to take the National Certification Licensure Exam (NCLEX) to become a registered nurse. There are
accelerated nursing programs in 43 states graduating 16,935 nurses in 2014 (AACN, 2015) compared to 5,881 graduates in 2007 (Raines, Taglaireni, 2008). Today diploma programs are decreasing, so the vast majority of nurses gaining entry into the nursing profession are from the associate and baccalaureate degree programs, with 53-58% and 39-47% respectively (NCSBN, 2010; NCSBN, 2011; NCSBN, 2012; NCSBN, 2013; NCSBN, 2014; NCSBN, 2015; NCSBN, 2016). In 2016, ADN and BSN nurses comprised 98% of new graduates passing the NCLEX for the first time, with associate degree nurses (52%) outnumbering bachelor’s degree nurses (46%), a difference of 7,477 more associate degree nurses (NCSBN, 2016). Note, accelerated BSN graduates help comprise the total BSN graduates taking the NCLEX for the first time. See Table 1. Both entry level degree programs, associate and baccalaureate degrees, offer education and practice training intended to prepare students to take the NCLEX to become a registered nurse in the United States. Graduates from all programs must take and pass the national licensure examination for registered nurses. Passing the examination implies an individual, regardless of degree, is qualified for practicing as a registered professional nurse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># ADN (%)</td>
<td>81,618 (58)</td>
<td>82,764 (57)</td>
<td>84,517 (56)</td>
<td>86,772 (56)</td>
<td>86,377 (55)</td>
<td>84,379 (53)</td>
<td>74,192 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># BSN (%)</td>
<td>55,414 (39)</td>
<td>58,246 (40)</td>
<td>62,353 (42)</td>
<td>65,406 (42)</td>
<td>68,175 (43)</td>
<td>70,857 (45)</td>
<td>66,715 (47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total #</td>
<td>140,889</td>
<td>144,583</td>
<td>150,266</td>
<td>155,098</td>
<td>157,372</td>
<td>157,882</td>
<td>143,475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: There are approximately 20-40,000 additional individuals repeating the NCLEX and passing annually. Those passing on repeat attempts were not broken down into educational level, and therefore were not included in this table.

The IOM (2010) report sparked a renewed focus on the ADN, BSN phenomenon in nursing. After the report was released, focused efforts resulted in numerous pathways, initiatives and programs for BSN completion. Throughout the country, along with the
accelerated BSN programs for non-nursing discipline baccalaureate students, various initiatives and programs occurred in efforts to advance more nurses to a BSN level. Legislation is pending in New York and New Jersey to make BSN mandatory for entry level nurses (New Jersey, 2012; New York, 2011). Several community colleges across the nation are conferring a bachelor’s degree in nursing. Also available are RN-to-BSN programs where community colleges have articulation agreements with a university so students can easily transition into a BSN program (AACN, 2015; ANEW, 2012; Raines, Taglaieni, 2008). There are dual enrollment options, which allow an associate degree student to take bachelor’s degree courses from another institution concurrently. Gerardi (2017) reported evaluation findings from a final year of concerted initiatives in nine states (California, CA; Hawaii, HI; Massachusetts, MA; Montana, MT; North Carolina, NC; New Mexico, NM; New York, NY; Texas, TX; and Washington, WA) showed the collaboration of ADN programs with nearby state universities in the form of dual enrollment, produced the most promising results of transitioning higher numbers of associate degree nurses to a bachelor’s degree level. The percentage of BSN nurses in each state increased, to the extent that CA increased 21%, HI increased by 14%, MA was up 17%, MT up 10%, NC up 23%, NM up 10%, NY up 22%, TX up 13%, and WA up 32%. Important to note is that not all states started at the national average of BSN composition which is approximately 49%. For example, BSN nurses in New Mexico in 2008 were 38.2% of all nurses, and after the dual enrollment initiatives, the BSN percent increased to 48%. Although, Washington BSN nurses made up 36.8% of all nurses in
In 2008, below the national average, and increased to 69% in 2015 after similar dual enrollment initiatives.

In addition to multiple pathways available for entry into the nursing profession, the formats for educational degree attainment have proliferated in the last 20 years. Traditional brick and mortar, or face-to-face classrooms, have given way to technological advances. Proliferation of online, distance learning nursing programs, as well as hybrid programs that offer a mix of online and face-to-face coursework have made nursing programs easily accessible. The effect of program curriculum and venue is unknown for this research study. But, in lieu of significant money, legislation, and numerous alternative academic pathways and educational formats being instituted to support a change toward predominantly BSN entry level nurses, recent assessment of ADN nurses obtaining a baccalaureate degree shows little progress toward the IOM’s recommended 80% BSN goal. The National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine’s (NASEM) Assessing Progress on the Institute of Medicine Report: The Future of Nursing (2015) examined the effects of national initiatives and programs and reported a marginal increase from 49% baccalaureate prepared nurses in 2010 to 51% in 2014. While the aforementioned nine states saw substantial increases in the percent of BSN nurses, the national increase of 2% requires additional consideration for strategies to address the advancement of nursing education levels across the United States. Such a negligible increase over the course of four years, after concerted efforts promoting nurses’ advancement to the BSN level, begs asking the question whether something is missing or what else needs to be done to advance entry level nursing education?
Differences of opinions, values and beliefs have fueled contentious debates over the years about the *differences that make a difference* in terms of associate and baccalaureate degree preparation and the motivation of people to pursue a degree. There have also been dialogues and debates about the quality of care provided by nurses with different educational preparation, and the professional development issues associated with the pursuit of a higher degree. Following is a review of the research in terms of some of these issues and motivational factors.

**Educational Preparation and Patient Outcomes**

Much of the research supporting entry-level nurses’ attainment of a BSN focuses on patient outcome data results. Aiken et al. (2003) conducted a cross sectional analysis of 168 Pennsylvania hospital surgical patients’ outcome data linked to nurse staffing, educational composition and other characteristics. Two nurse groups, one comprised of diploma and associate degree nurses was compared to another group consisting of baccalaureate and masters prepared nurses. Logistic regression models were used to estimate the effects of increased percentage of nurse groups on patient mortality, failure to rescue and the effects of nurse staffing, nurse experience and having board certified surgeons available. Reported findings indicated that hospitals with a higher percentage of BSN and master’s degree nurses were larger hospitals, high-technology facilities, had more post-graduate medical training programs as well as significantly lower nurse-patient ratios and less experienced nurses on average. Because of a strong association between staff education level and nurse workload, the researchers controlled for nurse education level on patient mortality. Adjusted and unadjusted odds ratios showed each 10%
increase in proportion of BSN or master’s prepared nurses decreased mortality or failure to rescue by 5%. Tourangeau et al. (2006) also examined hospital patient mortality rates using multiple regression models. The Canadian study reported a higher percentage of baccalaureate-prepared nurses as a factor influencing lower 30-day mortality rates for acute medical patients. Estabrooks et al. (2005) found hospitals with a higher proportion of BSN nurses, and hospitals having higher scores on nurse-physician collaborative relationships were also associated with lower 30-day mortality rates. Ridley (2008) conducted an integrative review of studies examining patient outcomes and safety outcomes compared to nursing factors and found “overwhelmingly, 30-day mortality was found to have a significant inverse relationship” (p. 152) with RN staffing and education level. Ridley did note a limitation of all studies reviewed was the inconsistency of measurements leading to issues with content validity, as well as varying definitions such as patient outcomes, suggesting addition need for research in the area of patient outcomes and patient safety measures. Aiken et. al. (2014) studied patient-nurse staffing ratios, nursing education level, and 30-day mortality rates among post-surgical patients in nine European countries. Findings reported were that nursing staff cuts were detrimental to patient outcomes and increased percentage of baccalaureate prepared nurses reduced preventable hospital mortality rates. Although European hospitals were studied, the findings are current and support similar earlier findings within the United States examining nurse education level and staffing in relation to patient outcomes.

A limitation of these studies is that all studies are hospital based and primarily address medical or surgical patients. With 58% of nurses’ working in hospitals (AACN,
2011), additional consideration must be given to specialty departments within hospitals (e.g. obstetrics, pediatrics, and oncology) as well as nursing care and patients outside hospital settings. The measurement of mortality rates and failure to rescue in relation to patient care holds different meaning and prioritization on obstetric units as well as outside the hospital, as in long term care facilities. Well defined patient outcomes and patient safety measures are needed for future studies (Ridley, 2008). More current nursing research studies are comparing patient outcomes, patient safety, and contributing nursing factors extends beyond educational levels and staffing ratios and include the effects of positive working relationships (Laschinger, 2010), healthy work environments and communication (Lee, Scott, 2016; Manojlovich, 2007), and nursing incivility and burnout (Laschinger, 2014). All factors were found to affect patient outcomes and patient safety measures.

Blegen, Goode, Park, Vaughn, & Spetz (2013) conducted a cross-sectional study of 21 hospitals examining nurse-sensitive patient outcomes with nursing education levels, controlling for staffing, hospital and patient characteristics known to affect outcomes, such as hospitals servicing higher proportion of low socio-economic patients and higher acuity patients. Nursing education level consisted of BSN and higher degree compared to RN, licensed practical nurses and nursing assistants. This study reports decreased adverse patient outcomes with congestive heart failure, length of stay, deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, and failure to rescue with higher percentage of BSN and higher nurses. Blegen et al. report being the first study measuring outcomes other than mortality or failure-to-rescue. Blegen et al. acknowledge health systems and policy leaders will
want strong supporting evidence of higher levels of nursing education leading to increased quality of care to justify the investment in nursing education. Also identified is the lack of incentives, monetarily or prestige, for nurses to advance their education.

**Personal and Professional Motivation to Pursue a Higher Degree**

Altmann (2011) conducted a meta-analysis of research examining studies addressing registered nurses returning to school for a bachelor’s degree. Four social influences were identified providing the impetus of the study and addressing the importance of continuing education including (a) many nurses practice with an ADN degree and few return to school, (b) recent studies show improved patient outcomes in hospitals with increased numbers of BSN or higher nurses, (c) a nursing shortage during a poor economy means less incentive for nurses to return to school, and (d) a nurse faculty shortage means increased need for nurses to return to school for advanced degrees. The review examined literature from 1990 to 2009 and examined studies addressing ADN and diploma nurses’ attitudes about returning to school or advancing their education. Twenty-eight studies were included in the final review addressing nurses continuing their education.

The studies reviewed by Altmann (2011) showed similarities and conflicting results. Personal characteristics for those likely to return or who did return for a higher degree showed young nurses most likely to return, but two studies showed increase interest to return for older women, and one study found no difference.

Motivators were described in terms of personal, or intrinsic, motivators as well as professional, or extrinsic, motivators. Altmann highlighted intrinsic motivators which
included, (a) personal achievement or satisfaction, (b) positive attitude regarding BSN education, (c) improved self-esteem, and (d) future career plans. The professional, extrinsic, motivators identified were (a) pressure from employers and the profession, (b) career advancement, (c) career mobility and options, (d) professional enhancement, (e) increased professional values, (f) recognition and job security, (g) need for the BSN in life of their career, (h) improved clinical judgment, and (i) increased knowledge.

Beside motivational factors, Altmann included barriers to returning to school. Cost, family, time away from family, lack of support, work schedules/conflicts, lack of self-confidence and fear, no change in work salary, as well as having multiple roles were listed as contributing factors that hindered the return to school. Attitude was found to have a significant influence on nurses’ return or intent to return to school. Individuals with a positive attitude toward learning showed lower perceived barriers and increased intent to return to school. A negative attitude, or believing there was no need for a BSN was a barrier to continuing education and obtaining an advanced degree.

Results from Altmann’s meta-analysis showed that neither intrinsic nor extrinsic factors appeared to be causative factors leading nurses to continue their education. While attitude about learning and educational experience was found to be significant, no study was found examining how attitude translates into actions or how a positive attitude could be fostered.

Maneval and Teeter (2010) surveyed Pennsylvania associate and diploma nursing students (N=4390), examining attitudes about potential BSN in 10 requirements. The study found that if legislation were in place requiring nurses to get a bachelor’s degree
within 10 years after obtaining a diploma or associate degree, 21% of respondents reported they would not have enrolled in their current nursing programs. The study also revealed that although 86% of students identified a plan to return to school for a BSN, actual state statistics show a consistent return to school rate at only approximately 25%. The subsequent discussion following Maneval and Teeter’s study centers on barriers preventing or delaying pursuit of a bachelor’s degree.

Bye, Pushkar, and Conway (2007) cite Vallerand and Bissonnette (1992) who assessed intrinsic and extrinsic motivational styles of college students. Findings reported that an intrinsically motivated student, one participating in a learning task as a challenge, a curiosity or a mastery, were more likely to demonstrate persistence, achievement and autonomy. Students who persisted with their studies compared to students who dropped out had higher levels of intrinsic motivational factors. An externally motivated student seeks outside approval and signs of worth.

This research study asks for expert insights that are assumed by the researcher to be relevant to entry-level nurses who may wonder about returning to school, and question the value.

**Qualitative Studies Examining ADN and BSN Differences**

Sauld (2014) completed an integrative review of qualitative research addressing the question, what are the knowledge and attitude differences between registered nurses who sought a baccalaureate degree in nursing? The review was intended to discover what, if any, research had been done targeting ADN-BSN nurses, examining their experiences. Six qualitative studies (Delaney & Piscopo, 2004; Delaney & Piscopo, 2007;
Lillibridge & Fox, 2005; Morris & Faulk, 2007; Rush, Waldrop, Mitchell & Dyches, 2005; Zuzelo, 2001) met the inclusion criteria, which was narrowed to participants’ beliefs on knowledge and attitudes. While a number of studies already existed examining knowledge (e.g. critical thinking and testing) and skill differences (e.g. practice simulation and competency), the studies were conducted using quantitative methodologies and thus omitted because the studies did not explore factors from a qualitative research perspective.

Four studies (Delaney & Piscopo, 2004; Delaney & Piscopo, 2007; Lillibridge & Fox, 2005; Rush et al., 2005) identified RN-BSN nurses reporting positive changes in the area of knowledge growth between the two degrees. Noteworthy is that 10% of participants in Delaney & Piscopo’s (2004) study indicated feeling there was no value in the BSN degree. No follow-up or explanation was provided for the findings. So although the majority of participants in the studies indicated positive changes and value in obtaining a BSN, a small few indicated otherwise. Data collection involved surveys (Delaney & Piscopo, 2004; Lillibridge & Fox, 2005; Morris & Faulk, 2007), group interviews (Zuzelo, 2001), online data management system question/answers (Rush et al., 2005), and individual interviews (Delaney & Piscopo, 2007). Delaney and Piscopo (2007) conducted interviews asking participants to explain their RN-BSN experience in as much detail as possible. All six studies indicated personal and/or professional growth. In all but one study (Delaney & Piscopo, 2004), participants identified growth in cultural awareness. Additional study findings included participants reporting increased potential, career advancement opportunities, job mobility, and increased skill in caring for patients.
(Delaney & Piscopo, 2004). Morris and Faulk (2007) stated that participants identified value in belonging to a professional organization and the advanced degree improved their documentation skills, and inspired political activism. Participants acknowledged the BSN was more than a degree. They found increased attention to detail, experienced better time management and a renewed excitement for learning after obtaining a BSN (Rush et al., 2005). Zuzelo (2001) reported RN-BSN nurses appreciated the influence of nursing research on practice patterns, were more confident communicators and felt they developed enhanced leadership skills.

While the qualitative studies reviewed provide valuable information, several limitations identify a need for additional research in this area; for example, mixing nurses and students; ill-defined sample sizes for qualitative studies (n=10, 12, 23, 35, 36, 101); and a variety of data collection, and analysis methods. Also, nonexistent or vague descriptions of study procedures indicates need for additional research as well as follow-up on finding that participants indicated no value or worth after obtaining the BSN degree. Qualitative research requires written detail of method choice, and procedures for data collection and analysis, so reviewers can “share in the standards of rigor” (Morse, 1994, p. 5) of the study conducted. Details assist in the evaluation of “soundness, uniqueness, and significance” (p. 5). The lack of qualitative method specification (e.g. ethnography, phenomenology, or grounded theory) in each study, except two phenomenological approaches (Delaney & Piscopo, 2007; Zuzelo, 2001), is a limitation because each “process is applied, targeted, sequenced, weighted or used” (Morse, 1994,
Perceived Practice Differences between Associate and Baccalaureate Prepared Nurses

Nurse managers were asked their perspectives on ADN and BSN nurse academic differences and their preferences (Weinberg, Cooney-Miner, Perloff, & Bourgoin, 2011; Goode, Pinkerton, McCausland, Southard, Graham & Krsek, 2001). The majority of managers expressed a preference for BSN prepared nurses. Several managers reported the perspective that BSN nurses were well-rounded and better critical thinkers (Weinberg et al., 2011, p. 24) but offered no examples of practice differences or research to support substantiated claims of better thinking or being well-rounded. Also, the managers’ actual hiring practices were not reflective of their stated preferences (Weinberg et al., 2011).

Conflicting evidence provides fervor to the debate regarding ADN and BSN degrees. The National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) conducts an RN practice analysis every 3 years (Smith & Crawford, 2002) to evaluate if the National Certification Licensing Exam for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN) reflects nursing practice. Smith and Crawford (2002) reviewed the 1999 RN Job Analysis and reported the link between entry-level RN practice and the NCLEX-RN examination indicates minimal differences between ADN and BSN nurses in frequency of job performance activities. Smith and Crawford (2002) reported that of the 189 job activities reported on, only 21 showed statistically significant differences with 14 attributable to educational preparation. The job activities with statistically significant differences attributed to
degree differences included (a) providing non-pharmacologic measures for pain relief, (b) evaluating client care environment for safety hazards, (c) promoting wound healing, (d) assessing for peripheral edema, and (e) managing care of clients with altered skin integrity and nine other similar activities. Associate degree nurses had higher mean scores than BSN nurses in 10 of the 14 activities identified, indicating ADN nurses performed the activities more often (Smith & Crawford, 2002).

One study examining nursing care quality and adverse events in U.S. hospitals suggested optimizing patient care delivery by completing tasks and providing care plan treatments. Study findings indicated increased quality care environments reduced adverse events in hospitals. Adverse events as defined in the study included infections, falls and wrongful medication administration. No significant difference was found between education level and quality care (Friese, Lake, Aiken, Silber, & Sochalski, 2008).

As presented in this review, current evidence does not consistently or clearly define patient outcomes. Different care settings (e.g. obstetrics, pediatrics, oncology, nursing homes, medical-surgical departments) may define and prioritize patient care outcomes differently. Nor does the current data uniformly claim education levels as the single causative factor explaining effects on patient outcomes (e.g. mortality rates, failure to rescue, infection, falls or medication errors). Such inconsistencies fuel the heated discourse about the ADN-BSN phenomenon. Academic discussions or talks between nurses pertaining to advancing education may produce significantly different dialogue and understanding depending on what research is utilized to inform those in such discussions. A missing key component is evidence from nurses who have experienced
both entry level degrees which is needed to fill gaps in the dialogue regarding advancing from an associate degree to a bachelor’s degree and what the additional degree means.

**Policy Implications and Consequences: The North Dakota BSN Only Law**

Since current national efforts focus on increasing nursing education levels, especially at the entry level, it is noteworthy to mention North Dakota’s nursing education history and the implementation of the Nation’s first and only BSN-only law. Smith (2010) lays out the course of North Dakota’s nursing education history from a policy perspective. He noted that North Dakota’s efforts at achieving an increased number of baccalaureate prepared nurses took the form of a BSN only law which was implemented in 1985. The inception of requiring a BSN began in 1965 when the American Nurses Association (ANA) published a position paper calling for the baccalaureate degree as the minimum requirement for entry into nursing practice. The ANA recommended four states (Montana, Oregon, Maine and North Dakota) pilot the initiative based on the state’s governing and legislative structures which were more conducive to making such educational changes. The North Dakota initiative was fraught with controversy from the start. A significant component of the controversy was the lack of input from several key stakeholders, including the state’s associate degree nurses organization, the state hospital association, special interest groups, as well as individual nurses. The North Dakota Board of Nursing (NDBN) and the North Dakota Nurse’s Association (NDNA) spearheaded the change to implement the ANA’s recommendation of baccalaureate degree for entry into nursing practice. The Board had the authority to set requirements for entry into practice, and in 1985, the new rules and regulations for entry
into nursing practice were passed. Additionally, the Board set new rules for requiring all
nursing education to take place in an academic setting, and had the authority to close
hospital based nursing programs that did not comply (Smith, 2010).

For practicing AD nurses, the uncertainty and misunderstanding of what the law
meant for them lead to sharp opposition. Additional backers to remove the legislation
were the North Dakota Long Term Care Association and the North Dakota Hospital
Association. Each year from 1987 to 2001 (except 1993 and 1999) a bill was introduced
intended to remove the BSN entry into nursing practice legislation. Legal issues in the
form of lawsuits questioning who had the authority to set educational rules and
regulations were the last thread that lead to the demise of the legislation. In 2003, the
North Dakota law requiring a baccalaureate degree as the minimum for entry into
practice was rescinded (Smith, 2010). The percentage of BSN nurses reached a 56% high
after 10 years of implementing the BSN only law.

**Summary**

Findings indicating better patient outcomes with increased percentages of BSN
nurses is driving change supporting entry-level nurses’ advancement to the BSN level.
Change is primarily initiated by educators, administrators and policy makers and lacks
input from key stakeholders, the nurses involved in the change. Motivational factors were
identified regarding nurses’ choices for chosen pathways into the nursing profession.
Even in a state that implemented a BSN only law for 10 years, the percentage of BSN
nurses was far short of the 80% recommended goal. The purpose of this study is to add
knowledge and evidence to the dialogue and debate about the meaning of the ADN-BSN
transition phenomenon. Narratives from nurses who have experienced the transition are likely to provide insight into the meaning and value of the pursuit of a higher degree in the context of care, personal motivation, and professional development.

This current study focuses on the meaning of the bachelor’s degree to offer insight and a different understanding of what additional education means, thus possibly providing relevance for nurses considering returning to school for an advanced degree.
Chapter Three: Methods

The meaning of having a bachelor’s degree, for nurses who began their career with an associate’s degree, has little discussion in current literature. One aim of this study is to fill the knowing and understanding gap of ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. This Gadamerian phenomenological study examined the lived experiences of ADN-BSN nurses. Data was collected from rich, descriptive conversations in which participants shared thoughts and ideas during semi-structured interviews. This chapter describes the philosophical underpinnings of the methodology, research design, data collection, and sampling utilized, as well as, data analysis plan, and criteria used to ensure quality, rigor, and adherence to ethical research standards.

Phenomenology. “A phenomenological study describes the meaning for several individuals of their lived experiences” (Creswell, & Plano-Clark, 2011, p.57).

Husserl is considered the father of phenomenology. He “wanted phenomenology to be a pure, presuppositionless, systematic scientific description of consciousness” (Carman, 2008, p. xvii). Husserl clearly identifies distinction between subject and object and just as importantly distinguishes the importance of “reflectively observable essences” (Carman, 2008, p. xvii). “Husserlian phenomenology then is the systematic scientific description of the ideal essences belonging to pure, transcendental subjectivity” (p. xvii). Husserl believed all phenomenon could be experienced and described by the human senses.

Martin Heidegger was a student of Husserl and embraced the notion of descriptive phenomenology, in the sense it was not deductive, explanatory or hypothesis testing
(Carman, 2008, p. xvii), and digressed from Husserl in the philosophical belief that phenomenology was interpretive. Heidegger points out that phenomena have innumerable hidden aspects eluding the human senses and require interpretive hermeneutics to bring forth the being of such things (p. xviii).

**Hermeneutics.** “Hermeneutics describes how one interprets the “texts” of life” (Van Manen, 1990, p.4). Hermeneutics phenomenology “is interested in the human world … in all its variegated aspects” (Van Manen, 1990, p. 18). Vagle (2014) describes an interpretative phenomenological approach in which research moves away from a focus of ontological being and instead focuses on becoming. Vagle states this approach leads to intentionality that may be seen as “multiple, partial, fleeting meanings that circulate, generate, undo and remake themselves… there is not a linear link between subjects and objects” (p. 41). Intentionality is the unseen ties connecting people meaningfully to objects or phenomena in the world around them (Vagle, 2014).

Heidegger’s interpretive hermeneutics is a circle of knowing. He believed the only way to understand a phenomenon was to constantly acknowledge “fore-having, foresight and fore-conception” (Gadamer, 1975, p. 279) and never allow such subjectivity to influence the scientific themes presented by phenomenon. Heidegger’s interpretive hermeneutics is a circular examination of phenomenon from multiple views and accounts of others, all the while suppressing personal perspective, knowing and understanding. Heidegger’s interpretation begins with fore-conceptions (self-knowing) that eventually gets replaced by more suitable meanings with each interpretation of things. Heidegger accepts the narratives of participants as the truth, he requires suppression of researcher
fore-knowing, and identifies the researcher’s interpretation as contributing to understanding. Each new interpretation constitutes a movement of understanding. The task of hermeneutics is to clarify understanding and share in a common meaning (p. 303).

**Hans-Georg Gadamer.** Gadamer was a student of Heidegger and furthered the idea of interpretive phenomenology. But Gadamer rejected the notion that researchers must deny their knowledge and understanding of phenomenon. He believed that meaning cannot be understood in an arbitrary way. Individuals cannot turn a blind eye to their state of knowing when trying to understand something (Gadamer, 1975, p. 281). “This does not mean that when we listen to someone or read a book we must forget all our fore-meanings concerning the content of all our own ideas. All that is asked is that we remain open to the meaning of the other person’s text” (p. 281). But this openness always includes our situating the meaning in relation to the whole of our own meaning and our relation to it.

Gadamer’s (1975) philosophy of hermeneutic phenomenology is laden with participant, or reader, and researcher situatedness. He states each individual, through life experiences and knowledge has an individual perspective or view of the horizon. Individual fore-knowing or what each person knows to be true, as well as an individual’s ideas of possibilities, comprise their horizon, and beyond the horizon is the unknown. Gadamer acknowledges there is no way to know everything about any one particular thing and people do not know what they do not know. All of the unknown lies beyond the individual’s present view of the horizon. But Gadamer also states that life’s moments, each meeting, conversation and/or experience can add to an individual’s knowing and
potentiate a change in the view of a person’s horizon. Since conversations and experiences are often with others, the so called change in viewpoints was coined by Gadamer as “fusion of horizons”. He believed removing subjectivity was impossible and that the researcher’s fore-knowing, along with the dialogue of the text were the context in which understanding occurs. Gadamer’s fusion of horizons purports that subjectivity is meaningful and can change the participant and researcher as the study data collection evolves and continues with data analysis and synthesis. “The horizon of the present is continually in the process of being formed because we are continually having to test all our prejudices (Gadamer, 1975, p. 317). “There is no more an isolated horizon of the present in itself… rather, understanding is always the fusion of these horizons” (p.317). Individual cases are not to confirm universal laws, instead the ideal is to understand a phenomenon in all its unique and historical context. It is not to attain knowledge of a law or theory, rather to understand how a phenomenon has become or how it “happens that it is so” (Gadamer, 1975, p. 4). With each contact and question asked, the participant and researcher are left in a moment of becoming. Becoming more aware of others, of self and understanding the meaning and relationships of the phenomenon of interest. Gadamer’s approach is an iterative process. Gadamer identifies sensitivity and openness when trying to understand a phenomenon requires acknowledgement of one’s own fore-meaning and prejudices so that “the text can present itself in all its otherness and thus assert its own truth against one’s own fore-meanings” (p. 282).

Gadamer’s hermeneutic phenomenological approach is utilized throughout this study in an effort to appreciate the complexities and possibilities of the meaning of
having a BSN to an ADN nurse. The iterative process of fusing each interview into a narrative, along with researcher interpretations, and continually acknowledging fore-knowing, fore-meaning and prejudices, embraces the ADN-BSN transition phenomena as social rather than “belonging to the individual” (Vagle, 2014, p. 41). It is a process that is more than collecting stories and counting or tabulating similar qualities or features. It is the collective whole that shapes the knowing and understanding of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. Gadamer’s philosophical approach exemplifies how individual truths are fused with researcher subjectivity, history and understanding and subsequently produce a different understanding or, loosely termed, truth of the matter. This study examines the specifics of participant narratives and systematically produces an overall conceptualization of meaning and understanding while utilizing an iterative process and qualitative inductive reasoning.

Sandelowski (1994) identified the importance of recognizing and appreciating the art as well as the science of research. Research being the quest for knowledge or the search for truth. Sandelowski differentiated between the art and science of research as being a difference in the kind of truth being sought. Often found in qualitative research is exploration seeking a universal, contextual, social, natural, and/or holistic truth (Sandelowski, 1994; Liamputtong, 2009; Gadamer, 1975; Morse, 1994).

**Design**

This qualitative study utilized a phenomenological approach grounded in the philosophical framework of Hans-Georg Gadamer. As stated earlier, phenomenology is a type of qualitative research examining the meaning or essence of a phenomenon. The
specific philosophical approach utilized when conducting phenomenological research must be explicitly defined because the research process depends on the philosophical lens and methods that are used to investigate research questions. The subjective lens through which a researcher views the world influences the data gathering process as well as the analysis and interpretation of data. Gadamer believed that experience, along with each dialogical exchange with another person, and individual reality results in a fusion of horizons, creating new realities for people. He championed the idea that no interaction between human beings is void of subjectivity. He especially highlighted the importance of historical context. In this study, interviews provided the dialogical conversation that created respect and exchange of ideas and a fusion of horizons about the meaning of a bachelor’s degree for nurses who already had an associate degree.

**Sampling**

Purposive sampling was used seeking individuals known to qualify for study criteria. Purposive sampling means purposefully choosing participants capable of providing data that fits the research study’s questions and goals (Tracy, 2013). Sampling was focused on ADN-BSN nurses specifically for their knowledge and experience in the phenomenon of interest (Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2011). Recruitment of participants began after Institutional Review Board (IRB) study proposal was approved (UMN IRB# 1603E85348; Appendix A1). This type of sampling also provided time savings and cost effectiveness for the researcher.

Study participant inclusion criteria involved (a) being a licensed, practicing ADN-BSN nurse in the United States, (b) having access to the internet for communication and
Skype or Facetime for interviewing, and (c) having obtained their BSN within the last 1-5 years from the interview date. Exclusion criteria included (a) retired or unemployed nurses, (b) having an additional degree (e.g. a second associate degree, second bachelor’s degree or any other advanced degree), (c) no internet access, (d) having a diploma degree before ADN or BSN, and (e) being an active student. Retired or unemployed participants may have been affected by time away from practice, thus skewing their views and results. Individuals with second degrees or advanced degrees may also have expanded views of degree attainment and what that means, potentially creating bias and were therefore excluded. Having obtained a BSN within the last 1-5 years was intended to reach participants who had been out of the school environment long enough to reflect on their BSN practice and provide examples while still being able to recall previous ADN practices, meaning and examples. While ADN and BSN educational programs vary from state to state, the effect of that educational difference in knowing the phenomenon of interest is no different than the influence of gender, race, or ethnicity, none of which were considered exclusion criteria. The ideal sample of participants would have included an even mix of rural and urban nurses as well as a mixture of ethnicity, but that was beyond the researcher’s control given the voluntary nature of participation.

Recruiting began by using the social media venue, Facebook, to invite ADN-BSN nurses to participate in this study. The Show Me Your Stethoscope (2016) Facebook site for health caregivers, with over 700,000 members, was used to post an invitation (Appendix A2) to participate in this research study. The same invitation was posted on the researcher’s Facebook page, as well as family and friends’ Facebook pages. Family
and friends located in San Francisco, CA; Voorhees, NJ; Calumet, MI; Peoria, IL; Northern WI; and Minneapolis, MN posted the invitation. The study invitation was reposted weekly for three weeks to keep the post fresh. Only one Like on Facebook was obtained during that three weeks so an IRB addendum was submitted requesting expansion of the recruitment process to include emails and face-to-face interviews. Although Facebook is a global social network, and the Show Me Your Stethoscope site has more than 700,000 members, obtaining engaged participants was difficult. Not one participant interview was a response to a Facebook post. Subsequent to Facebook posts, phone calls were made to critical access hospitals, one hospital in all 50 states. Those that provided a name and email address of a manager (N=26) were sent the email invitation asking to help in the recruitment of ADN-BSN nurses (Appendix A3). Thus, emails were sent to the managers or administrators of 26 critical access hospitals in 26 different states. The invitation was also sent to three tertiary Trauma I hospitals, two in Minnesota and one in Florida. Five weeks passed before responses to the email invitations were received. No participants resulted from the invitations to the large trauma hospitals. Seven participants resulted from email invitations sent to small critical access hospitals. Snowball sampling, when family, friends, and coworkers share information about the study and ADN-BSN nurses subsequently become study participants, produced five qualified nurses for this study. A total of twelve (N=12) participant interviews were conducted with four phone interviews and eight face-to-face interviews, taking place between May 2016 and September 2016.
Sample size in qualitative research varies depending on purpose, study intent and data saturation. In qualitative studies, quality is more important than quantity when the aim is to understand a phenomenon more thoroughly (Tracy, 2013). Too many participants can be overwhelming and paralyzing, thus discouraging in-depth analysis while too few can result in shallow, superficial interpretations (Tracy, 2013). Tracy goes on to say it depends on the richness of the data received and suggests five to eight participants for a rigorous, quality study. Ten participants was the goal for full exposure of the phenomenon. Although ten was reached, two additional participants made contact with the investigator and volunteered for the study so interviews were conducted to confirm saturation was met. Even though no new ideas or thoughts were obtained during the last two interviews, additional rich, descriptions of experiences and examples were obtained. Tracy identifies Glaser and Strauss (1967) as coining the point of no new data as saturation point. With twelve completed interviews, the saturation point was met.

The final sample was twelve (N=12) ADN-BSN nurses. Interview date and time were mutually agreed upon for each participant. One scheduled interview failed due to forgetting a time change difference, but was subsequently rescheduled and completed. The resulting sample consisted of 2 large, urban hospital nurses, 9 small, rural hospital nurses and 1 out-of-hospital nurse. Additional participant information will be presented in chapter four.

**Data Collection**

In-depth interviewing was the method used for exploring the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon with individuals knowledgeable and experienced in the phenomenon of
interest (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Semi-structured interview questions were developed to elicit responses focused on the research question. The semi-structured interview format allowed for follow-up and probing questions but focused more on the research questions. Unstructured interviews, on the other hand, are driven by participant direction of experiences and narratives, possibly diverging from the question of interest. Semi-structured interviews were therefore chosen for data collection and to explore the study’s main research questions and maintain study focus. Follow-up and probing questions were used to enhance narratives and to provide clarification regarding vague statements or use of catch-phrases. For example, during the first participant interview, the phrase *well-rounded* was used. Probing questions were used to illuminate the personal meaning of that particular phrase and were used throughout the interview process for other vague statements or phrases. Participants were asked to provide detailed examples of experiences throughout the interview process. As Tracy (2013) points out, interviews provide an environment for mutual discovery, reflection and understanding between the researcher and participants. The rich interview dialogue allows others to learn about the world and realities different than their own. Utilizing Gadamer’s philosophical framework as a guide, the interviews created a dialogue that was a fusion of horizons, exchanging thoughts and ideas. Gadamer acknowledges and embraces the idea that no exchange between human beings can be void of subjectivity. The idea of mutual exchange during the interviews was exemplified by two participant’s comments. One participant said, “You are getting me to think about stuff with your questions that I really hadn’t considered much. Some of the changes and some of the advantages that I haven’t
Another participant contacted me after our interview and stated, “Well, after our interview yesterday, during my drive home, I was thinking…and I just wanted to say one more thing (Jiigibiig)”, which produced one more recorded story. Gadamer’s philosophical frameworks lays the foundation for the data collection, respecting the mutual exchange of thoughts and ideas during interviews, as well as the final phases including description, analysis and interpretation of study results.

During the study’s semi-structured interviews, the following interview questions were asked. Even though the questions were numbered, there was flexibility in the order depending on the answers participants provided. (Appendix D)

1. What were some factors that lead you to obtaining an ADN degree?
2. What were some of your thoughts and reasons for advancing your education and obtaining a bachelor’s degree?
3. What does it mean to you personally and professionally having obtained a BSN?
4. Emerging research addresses nurses’ education level, quality of care, and patient care outcomes. First please define your understanding of quality of care as well as patient outcomes, then, share with me your experiences pertaining to having a BSN and caring for patients or members of your community. Can you share any examples?
5. Describe what having a BSN means from the perspective of being a member of the nursing profession as a whole. Describe a situation or
example highlighting the BSN role in the context of the whole nursing profession.

6. What are some differences or changes experienced during your practice with the two entry-level nursing degrees? Examples?

7. What are the barriers and benefits to obtaining a bachelor’s degree in nursing?

8. If you were standing in front of a room of associate degree nurses, what would you share with them about obtaining a bachelor’s degree?

9. Please share with me anything you can think of about having your BSN that I did not ask about?

Prior to delving into these research focused questions, the interviews began with demographic information questions. Interviews were conducted between May and September, 2016. One interview was conducted in May, two in June, four in July, two in August, and three in September. Five interviews were conducted over the phone and seven were conducted face-to-face in a mutually agreed upon location between researcher and participant. Symbolic, fictitious names, representative of Lake Superior and the Ojibwa people, were given to participants to maintain participant confidentiality. The researcher personally transcribing the recorded interviews provided cost savings. Five interviews were transcribed listening and typing, taking approximately 6-7 hours for a one hour interview, while the remaining recordings were transcribed using Dragon Naturally Speaking dictation software which reduced transcription time to about three
hours. Conducting the interviews and personally transcribing the recordings also allowed the researcher to remain close to the data.

Equipment (e.g. computer, iPad, & digital recorder), internet service, and software (NVIVO, & Dragon Naturally Speaking) were paid for by the primary investigator. No funding was received for this study.

**Data Analysis**

Qualitative data analysis requires coding of the narratives, developing categories and subcategories and subsequent themes. This process involved breaking down the data then building it back up for purposes of application. Coding is a process of labeling and systematically organizing data (Tracy, 2013). Data derived from the semi-structured interviews was coded using NVivo, a qualitative data analysis software. NVivo software organizes data and searches for words or phrases much like a word processing program. Initially categories were created based on the study questions. Three categories were created collecting participants’ insights from the (a) individual, (b) community, and (c) professional member perspective. Words and phrases were highlighted and examined for similarities and patterns. Subsequent themes and subthemes were created. Tracy (2013) also identifies manual coding as an optimal option, especially for individuals prone to creativity and craft projects. Manual coding was the primary coding source with NVivo as a backup. Manual coding was thorough and rigorous. All transcriptions were printed. Each study question was marked with a highlighter. The individual, community and member of the nursing profession sections were then read and reread, using different highlighters and corresponding pen colors to capture words or phrases significant for
each category. The individual words and phrases from each categories were then hand
written on paper. Notes were taken in the margins of the original transcripts as well as on
the category sheets. Subsequent words and phrases were circled and again written on
separate paper. All the papers for a category were laid down on the floor. This method
allowed for viewing of all pertinent text, for example the individual perspective, to be
viewed at once, with text, notes, comments and notations present. The full floor exposure
allowed an at-a-glance, big picture view of the data, which this researcher does not see on
a computer screen, even when using coding software like NVivo. The manual coding
offered a visual to literally see the data from a holistic viewpoint. Dual coding, using
manual and NVivo software, was used throughout the data collection and analysis phases.

Analysis was identifying patterns, similarities and differences (Morse, 1994).

Analysis began with the first interview. Analysis was an iterative process.

An iterative analysis alternates between emic, or emergent, reading of the data
and an etic use of existing models, explanations, and theories. Rather than
grounding the meaning solely in the emergent data, an iterative approach also
encourages reflection upon the active interests, current literature, granted
priorities, and various theories the researcher brings to the data. Iteration is “not a
repetitive mechanical task,” but rather a reflexive process in which the researcher
visits and revisits the data, connects them to emerging insights, and progressively
refines his/her focus and understanding [Srivastava & Hopwood, 2009, p.77]
(Tracy, 2013, p.184).
Words, sentences and paragraphs were examined, searching for commonalities. The iterative analysis process allowed for awareness and follow-up in subsequent interviews as well as development of patterns, categories and themes. The iterative process included asking, what the BSN degree meant after each interview and maintained focus on the research question. Not all participants expressed similar views. Opposing views from participants, some expressing the degree changed them in unexpected ways to others saying the degree meant nothing, created a long struggle making meaning of what the additional schooling for the BSN degree really meant. Description and analysis of the data are presented in chapter four. Chapter five presents interpretation of the findings and a plausible meaning of what a bachelor’s degree means to ADN-BSN nurses.

After interpretive analysis and theme development, cognitive questioning was conducted to verify resonance of themes and wording of the processed qualitative data (Polit & Beck, 2012). Many researchers refer to this process of verification as member checking, but the process of checking is not intended to see if the interpretation is right per se, rather to check if the analysis resonates, influences, affects or moves the reader, which is the reason Tracy refers to this checking as member collaboration (Tracy, 2010). Member collaboration was conducted with three participants after analysis and interpretation were completed.

**Credibility Factors in Qualitative Research**

Study credibility, or quality, is an important issue for qualitative research studies. Often quantitative research standards like objectivity, reliability, and generalizability are imposed on a qualitative study. Tracy (2013) states such
criteria have little application to qualitative research, because most studies are composed of a single analysis, made at a given contextual moment in time. Because socially constructed understandings are always in the process and necessarily partial, even if the study were repeated (by the same researcher, in the same manner, in the same context, and with the same participants), the context and the participants would have necessarily transformed over time – through aging, learning, or moving on. Hence traditional notions of reliability used in quantitative research are not only mythical, but downright problematic (p. 229).

Regarding evaluation criteria for qualitative studies, Morse (1994) identifies that in qualitative research, various methods may use different terms. For example, thick or in-depth data is often seen in ethnographic studies, while dense data is seen in grounded theory, and saturation is a term used in phenomenology. The terms vary but similarity in meaning makes the criteria relevant to all qualitative studies. Such commonalities among qualitative methods lead Morse to identify six criteria useful for evaluating a qualitative studies. Having the six criteria present in a study increases the study “credibility, accuracy, and common family relationships within the qualitative paradigm” (Morse, 1994, p.104). The six qualitative criteria include (a) credibility, (b) confirmability, (c) meaning-in-context, (d) recurrent patterning, (e) saturation, and (f) transferability. Credibility refers to the truth, value or believability of the findings. Credibility is established by thorough, accurate observations and data collection of the researcher and full engagement of participants ensuring the study grasps the true experiences or essence of the subject of interest. Confirmability is the repeated nature of the evidence or
findings. Researcher audit trails, member collaboration or feedback sessions are all ways for a researcher to verify that what was seen, heard or experienced reflects the cultures, situations, and/or contexts of the data sources. *Meaning-in-context* refers to data and findings that are understandable in the context of the participants or the subjects being studied. This criterion requires that significance and understanding addresses the informants and takes on meaning in their situations and lives. *Recurrent patterning* is just as it sounds, addressing repeated experiences, instances or actions. *Saturation* is the full appreciation of, or immersion in a phenomenon. Saturation is getting to know a phenomenon completely, comprehensively and thoroughly. It is an exhaustive exploration by the researcher and includes a point when data becomes redundant or no new descriptions, examples, meaning, ideas or experiences are forthcoming. Lastly, *transferability* is when qualitative findings can be transferred to a similar situation, not to be confused with generalizability of quantitative findings. Transferability refers to the use of qualitative results, usually in-depth understanding or knowledge of a specific phenomenon, and finding additional use in other similar circumstances or situations.

Tracy (2010) expands on Morse’s qualitative study evaluation criteria. Discussed below are Tracy’s criteria for assessing and judging the quality associated with qualitative research investigations. To maintain the rigor of this study, these eight criteria were adhered to including (a) worthy topic, (b) rich rigor, (c) sincerity, (d) credibility, (e) resonance, (f) significant contribution, (g) ethical, and (h) meaningful coherence.

**Worthy Topic.** Tracy (2013) points out a worthy topic can emanate from several different sources such as discipline or scholarly theories, social events or overlooked or
misunderstood aspects of life. A worthy topic is relevant, timely, interesting and significant in nature. Additionally, a worthy topic can be one that challenges the status quo or asks questions that are familiar yet take for granted various aspects of a phenomenon.

This study is worthy in the sense it highlights a spirited decades long debate in the nursing discipline, targets an under-studied population and addresses a phenomenon of national interest. This topic is relevant, timely, significant and interesting.

**Rich Rigor.** Rigor refers to the efforts of the researcher. Maintaining rigor, the researcher must thoroughly and diligently carry out a study. Appropriate and ample data collection, producing sufficient, abundant and appropriate theoretical constructs, while maintaining proper procedures like interviews and writing, as well as descriptive explanations about analyzing data and findings are fundamental to maintain rigor. Tracy (2013) reports a study has rich rigor when it “uses sufficient, abundant, appropriate and complex theoretical constructs, data and time in the field, sample(s), context(s), and data collection and analysis process” (p. 230).

**Sincerity.** Sincerity requires the researcher to share themselves in the sense of being genuine and open. Tracy (2013) suggests fostering sincerity by practicing researcher self-reflexivity about values and biases and transparency about methods (p. 232). Researcher self-reflexivity is sharing one’s goals, motivation, strengths and weaknesses. The process of self-reflexivity informs all stages of the study. While it is important to share one’s self in this manner, and is an important aspect of Gadamer’s philosophical approach, “too much inward autobiographical detail about complaints,
anxieties, wishes or dreams can flood and overwhelm the text” (p. 234). Care was exercised in this study to balance sincerity and aggrandizing.

Transparency was practiced by openly and honestly identifying the course of the research process. Tracy (2013) identifies the importance of delineating “interactions within the context, the methodological design, analysis practices and relationship with participants (p. 234)”. Transparency in this study is the sharing of the study’s trials and tribulations.

**Credibility.** Tracy references Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) definition of credibility which is being dependable and trustworthy. Credible research leaves readers feeling confident that the data and findings are plausible and true (Tracy, 2013). The research offers a thick description, and detail of the subject matter, including member reflection, and explication of tacit knowledge. This study’s results are presented in a manner that is showing rather than telling the reader it is so. Chapter four is laden with participant quotes, providing the reader the opportunity to determine for oneself, the credibility of statements, themes and subthemes.

**Resonance.** Resonance is a feature representing the meaningfulness a study has with its audience. When study findings influence, affect, move or impact a reader because the reader is able to relate and make correlations between their own world and the findings, then the study is said to have resonance. Member collaboration with four study participants was the first step in establishing resonance.

Aesthetic merit is a means of contributing to resonance. Writing in a manner that makes the text “imaginative, artistic, beautifully written and capable of emotionally
affecting the reader (Goodall, 2008)” (Tracy, 2013, p. 239) is a key component of aesthetic merit and thus resonance.

**Significant Contribution.** “Significance is largely judged by whether the findings extend, transform, or complicate a body of knowledge, theory, or practice in new and important ways” (Tracy, 2013, p. 240). In short, significance illuminates the unknown, clarifies confusion and/or provides insights to understanding phenomenon in different ways. Significance need not be earth shattering, rather simply impacting the current knowledge suffices. The significant contribution criterion is often the key characteristic impacting whether a study is published in academic journals and thus heavily weighted when considering a body of research as scholarly or not. Significance means the research contributes conceptually or theoretically, practically, heuristically, or methodically.

One participant stated she attended her ADN program with a family member. While the participant returned to school for her BSN, the family member did not. Now the family member questions, as does the family member’s spouse, why go back for a bachelor’s degree? The study participant shared they want to know why the family member should go back and what difference the BSN makes. This study looks at the meaning of the bachelor’s degree and offers views from experts who have experienced the journey this ADN nurse and spouse currently question. Why get a bachelor’s degree is a common question that reverberates throughout all levels of the nursing profession. This study offers valuable insights by ADN-BSN experts specifically addressing what
having a bachelor’s degree means, thereby illuminating factors to consider regarding returning to school for a bachelor’s degree.

**Ethical Practice.** Tracy (2013) highlights the need for appropriate ethical practice throughout the study to maintain quality. She points out the requirements of an Institutional Review Board (IRB) including, “do no harm, avoid deception, get informed consent and ensure privacy and confidentiality” (p. 243) as well as securing study data are paramount in maintaining ethical practice throughout the study. Maintaining participant’s rights, privacy and confidentiality were fundamental corner stones of this study’s design. Ethical practice also requires mutual respect, consideration and care of cultural differences and development of trusting relationships. Procedural ethics focuses on “the importance of accuracy and not misleading the reader through omission, exaggeration, or inappropriate attribution” (p. 243).

Although there were no ethical threats to participants partaking in this proposed study, such as questions regarding moral or value decisions or questions regarding personal information such as diseases or sexual preferences or risky behavior, one might consider the collaboration of time arranging and partaking in the interview process as burdensome. The risk of participant burden due to time commitment is outweighed by the benefits of self-reflection, possible feelings of validation and potential personal growth. Each participant was fully informed of study details from a follow-up email after initial contact. The email contained the study information again, safeguarding against any word of mouth invitation or a shortened version of the original study invitation. Participants were also provided the study questions allowing them to reflect on their experiences prior
to the interview. Participants’ voluntary consent for answering semi-structured interview questions was deemed appropriate by the IRB, therefore no additional signed consent was obtained. Since interview questions pertain to participants’ experiences and were not intended to illicit confidential or sensitive information, ethical threats were minimal. The target population did not include children, people with disabilities, or other vulnerable populations. One participant was, in fact, pregnant with twins but no questions were asked about her pregnancy, so no additional risk was present for this participant. During another interview, a participant was addressing a question about the phrase, you don’t know what you don’t know. She shared a story about her young son being seriously injured and not receiving appropriate care for several days. She noted the outcome was bad. Her voice began to break and she sounded emotional. Respectful quiet and active listening was maintained, but no follow-up questions or probing were asked because it was apparent the topic was emotional for the participant, and additional questions would have been for curiosity’s sake only, it was not relevant to the research. Participant privacy was respectfully maintained. The participant was thanked for sharing her story and the interview questioning continued. Appropriate data collection procedures and data storage as identified in the IRB study proposal were maintained assuring confidentiality. All appropriate IRB requirements were obtained prior to study initiation and participant interviewing.

Being cognizant of participants’ time and valuing each participant’s contribution was paramount. The study did not include incentives for participating, such as cash or
drawings, but to show appreciation for their time and insight, each participant was given a quart of homemade maple syrup at the end of the interview.

This study maintained abiding by ethical standards, institutional rules and regulations, meeting participants’ needs and fore-thought about the study’s impact which are all significant measures representing virtuous ethical practice.

Meaningful Contribution. Meaningful coherence is the final criterion for Tracy’s (2013) big-tent criteria for quality qualitative research. This criterion addresses whether the study achieves its purpose and makes meaningful, useful connections with the literature review, research focus, methods and findings.

Tracy (2013) makes comparison of this criterion to discriminant validity in quantitative studies. Discriminant validity being a term used to identify whether a measurement tool in a quantitative study measures what it purports to measure. In this study, the purpose was to examine the meaning of having a BSN, so conducting interviews and focusing on say motivational factors, would not adhere to meaningful coherence. This is another reason the research question was asked after each interview, what is the meaning of the having the bachelor’s degree for ADN-BSN nurses. Maintaining meaningful coherence, participant interviews focused on ADN-BSN nurses expressing what having a BSN meant to them and their practice. Meaningful coherence is achieved when the study achieves what it purports to be about, meaningfully connecting literature, research questions, findings and interpretation with each other. Meaningful coherence will be determined by readers at the end, upon complete examination of such meaningful connections.
Limitations

Ideal sampling would have reflected more diverse ethnicity as well as more urban and rural participant diversity. Having eleven out of twelve participants identify as Caucasian, there was no realization of any patterns or similarities that may have been present based on ethnicity. Similarly, only two of eleven participants worked in large urban hospital settings. Both participants did briefly mention the roles of other hospital care team members when discussing the meaning of a bachelor’s degree from a member of the community perspective. Since this study’s intention focused on participant insight regarding the meaning of the bachelor’s degree, the extrinsic role of other healthcare team members was not viewed as pertinent to the research study question. Both limitations were taken into consideration throughout the iterative data analysis and interpretation process. The limitations were not believed to be imperative regarding the direction of the results interpretation, but worthy to note for possible future study and consideration.

Another limitation of this study is missing research evidence pertaining to education program types (e.g. online, in-person, or hybrid) and curriculum. Interview questions did not investigate specifics of associate or bachelor’s degree curriculum. While a few participants mentioned practicum hours, and various meaningful courses, details were not obtained for all participants so the influences of program types and curriculum on the meaning of a BSN for ADN-BSN nurses are difficult to attribute in this study. Quality, type, and composition of educational programs is worthy of further investigation for additional insights into the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon.
Summary

Tracy (2013) observes, “There is no such thing as a universally pristine, valid and precise study (p. 248)”. This study consistently demonstrated efforts to uphold Tracy’s big-tent criteria (a) worthy topic, (b) rich rigor, (c) sincerity, (d) credibility, (e) resonance, (f) significant contribution, (g) ethical, and (h) meaningful coherence, in an effort to produce a rigorous, quality, scholarly study to share with the nursing profession.

The goal of this study was to develop insight and understanding of what a bachelor’s of science degree means to an already, associate degree educated registered nurse. Gadamer’s fusion of horizons “specifies interpretation surfaces in the reader-text dialogue and is reflexive of the reader’s and author’s prejudices” (Parse, 2001, p.53). Researcher and participant dialogue occurred in semi-structured interviews conducted with twelve ADN-BSN nurses. The data produced were rich in the experiences and stories of experts able to discuss the meaning of the bachelor’s degree. Chapter three details the procedures utilized for sampling, data collection, ethical practice and maintaining a quality study. Chapter four presents the results of the researcher, participant dialogue that begins to expose the meaning of the bachelor’s degree to ADN-BSN nurses. Chapter five outlines and summarizes lessons and insights learned, presents theories that explain the data, and provides a conclusion with suggestions for future research.
Chapter Four: Results

This phenomenological study explores the lived experience of twelve (N=12) nurses and documents the personal and professional meaning study participants shared regarding practicing with a bachelor’s degree in nursing after beginning a nursing career with an associate degree.

This chapter incorporates descriptions of participant’s expressed meaning of having a bachelor’s degree. Highlighted in this chapter is a descriptive form of qualitative research. Participants speak to the questions and provide rich, descriptive quotes. Data from the interviews become evidence and fact. The quotes, shared thoughts, feelings, and ideas of participants expressed reality are italicized throughout this study to indicate verbatim quotations. This chapter also presents data in an interpretive qualitative form by systematically organizing key factors and relationships and presenting themes and subthemes (Wolcott, 1996).

This chapter describes and analyzes key findings from in-depth semi-structured interviews of the study participants. After a brief description of each participant, the results address (a) pathways to obtaining entry-level nursing degrees, (b) over-arching theme of the collective narratives, (c) the meaning of a bachelor’s degree from an individual practice perspective, (d) thoughts regarding having a BSN from a community perspective, and (e) the perspective of being a member of the nursing profession with a bachelor’s degree. Description and analysis are presented in this chapter with additional interpretation in chapter five. Also in chapter five are suggestions for future research, and implications and consequences of this research for professional consideration.
Demographics and Descriptions of the Sample

The sample of participants in this study included twelve ADN-BSN prepared nurses. There were nine females and three males, ranging in age from 26 to 58 years old with a mean of 37.8 years old. Eleven participants identified as Caucasian with one reporting mixed ethnicity. All participants began their nursing career by earning an associate’s degree and practiced as an ADN nurse for 2 to 16 years. The average years of nursing practice for this sample is 8.5 years. All participants earned their bachelor’s degree in nursing within the last 6 years. Seven participants earned their BSN from online distance accessible BSN programs. Three completed a face to face program and two finished a hybrid program that combined face to face and distance accessible learning options. Seven participants reside in Wisconsin, four live in Michigan, and one lives in California. All participants hold a registered nurse license and are currently practicing nursing. Eleven participants work in a hospital setting. One nurse is a state government health employee. One is a manager, three are nursing supervisors, and two are medical/surgical nurses. Two work in obstetrics, two are surgical nurses, and one works in an emergency department. One participant works as a manager for a state health program. See Table 2 for characteristics of the sample (e.g. age, ethnicity, years of experience, and BSN program types).

Following is a brief description of each participant’s journey into nursing, as well as their expressed thoughts and reasons for obtaining a bachelor’s degree.

Anemy began a nursing career after being inspired by childhood television shows. School trips to the hospital and becoming a Candy Striper in high school further paved a
pathway leading to the healthcare profession. Time commitment, life events and cost were identified as reasons for choosing the associate degree to begin a nursing career. After years of experience and change, the idea of seeking knowledge, additional leadership skills, and research know-how prompted returning to school to obtain a bachelor’s degree. “I felt BSN would really bring those well-rounded skills, to take me and help me grow in the profession, and to help me lead, and to be able to be respected and lead in a positive light.” Anemy noted the pathway was emotion and stress laden with life events like marriage, kids, cancer, and job changes which extended the school experience over several years.

Bay also wanted to be a nurse since early childhood. A family member, who was a nurse, played an important role guiding Bay to the nursing profession. “She was the one who made everything stop hurting.” Also, an elderly family member with health problems left an indelible impression and “a seed was planted” at a young age. During high school, having a mind set on nursing, chemistry and a certified nursing assistant course were taken to prepare for the profession upon graduation. The associate degree program was started right out of high school because of the short wait list. The first year at a local college was taking general classes, then right into a two-year RN program. “Nursing school was a huge wake up call for me. I never really knew what nursing was per se.” “What do I want to do? I had always assumed I would work in a hospital but there is just so much open to you… I might as well just set myself up… for this, that, or the other thing and so getting my bachelor’s degree…when I was in the schooling mode just seemed the easy thing and to set myself up for success.”
Table 2.  
Defining Characteristics of the Sample: Age, Ethnicity, Years of Experience, and BSN Program Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant*</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Years w/ ADN</th>
<th>ADN College</th>
<th>Years w/ BSN</th>
<th>BSN College</th>
<th>BSN Program Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anemy</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>Chippewa Valley Technical College (WI)</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Northland College</td>
<td>In-person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>UW, Eau Claire</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brook</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Northland College</td>
<td>In-person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Gogebic Community College, Ironwood, MI</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Walden University</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyami</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>Chippewa Valley Technical College (WI)</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Kaplan University</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbor</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Gogebic Community College, Ironwood, MI</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>University of South Dakota</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiigibiig</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Liberty University</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>University of South Dakota</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin Mid-State Technical College (WI)</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misu</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Gogebic Community College, Ironwood, MI</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>University of Phoenix</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Gogebic Community College, Ironwood, MI</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>UW, Green Bay</td>
<td>Online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Chippewa Valley Technical College (WI)</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>UW, Eau Claire</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Gogebic Community College, Houghton, MI</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Northern Michigan University</td>
<td>In-person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Names are fictitious to maintain confidentiality with nine females and three males

Brook, too, thought of the health profession from a young age but had sights set on being a paramedic. Some initial self-doubt of abilities was squelched by encouragement and support from a loved one, and the result was a career in nursing. The associate degree was chosen because it allowed flexibility in attending part-time. The associate degree was also reported to be cheap and close to home. Advancing to a bachelor’s degree was always a personal goal. Due to various comments heard over the years a certain “stigma” was felt having the associate degree. Comments like, “Oh, she’s a good nurse, she has her bachelor’s degree. So, that was kind of a slap in the face.” Children, family and life were reasons for a delayed return to school, but a significant
scholarship paying for an advanced degree “was a sign it was meant to be”. Advancing career opportunities was also noted as a reason for obtaining a bachelor’s degree.

During childhood, Dakota had a parent with health issues that lead to multiple hospital stays and emergency room visits thus exposure to many different nurses. Personally, surviving a traumatic situation also created lasting memories of the role of nurses. Dakota experienced “nurses who really made a difference” both positive and some negative. Dakota wanted to make a positive difference. Being an older, non-traditional student and living in a rural area, the associate degree in nursing was the starting point. An underlying personal goal of advancing education was always present but working at a Magnet hospital, which required nurses to have a BSN, was the impetus for returning to school. Financial support was offered from the workplace for tuition reimbursement as well as increase in pay upon completion. Also noted were thoughts of advancement to leadership or management, as well as not wanting any job restrictions due to academic degrees.

Dyami is from a long line of nurses. During college, there was an “epiphany”. “I really need to do something with my life. So, what can I do; where I can work wherever I want; work any shift that I want; and make decent money? I was like, you know, I might as well try out nursing.” The associate degree program had the shortest wait list. After years of practice, although grandfathered in, Dyami’s place of employment, a Magnet hospital, mandated associate degree nurses to obtain a bachelor’s degree within 6 years of hire. A bachelor’s degree was obtained for better job placement and to meet the hospital’s standard.
Harbor’s adult working career was mostly customer service jobs. Returning to school for nursing was a natural progression to fulfill the role of helping people which provided a “great feeling” and was made easier when joined by a loved one. An associate degree program was available and convenient, “right in our backyard,” and thus the entry-level degree of choice. Harbor continued the academic endeavor obtaining a BSN to “learn more…move forward in my career,” and possible advancement to supervisory or management positions.

Jiigibiig was undecided about what academic pathway to pursue. Twenty something and with a family, Jiigibiig’s spouse provided direction, and nursing was the result. Family, finances, and location were key components for choosing the associate degree path into the nursing profession. Obtaining a bachelor’s degree was partially motivated by a desire for career advancement. “I just knew at some point I was going to go back to school again. I wasn’t 100% sure what I was going to go for and I was thinking maybe a nurse practitioner, maybe a CRNA, but I knew I needed my bachelor’s degree.” A Catholic college was specifically chosen to enhance Jiigibiig’s spiritual beliefs.

Lake’s dreams began with visions of becoming a paramedic or something in emergency medicine. Conversations with other nurses were convincing enough to change that trajectory to the nursing profession. One year of general classes was completed, and an opening in the ADN program was the reasoning for starting nursing at the associate degree level. But, “for an associate degree, it feels like…you are an RN but you are only
an associate’s degree RN. You are really doing the same thing as everyone else but you know there is a level above…I would like to be there.” A BSN was obtained.

Misu was another non-traditional student, who went back to school because of being a displaced worker. While displaced worker program funds paid for returning to school for either an associate or bachelor’s degree, one requirement of the loans was obtaining a job after schooling that paid at least 80% of one’s previous salary. With years of experience as a supervisor and having to meet that pay scale, along with job availability upon graduation, a thorough review of available options that met loan requirements lead to the decision to go into nursing. Additional research found that the wait lists for a bachelor’s degree program were “horrendous”, so when an ADN opening came up, Misu began a nursing career. Also noted was that college credits obtained many years earlier were accepted at the technical college and made the ADN program more appealing. Experience working on an OB floor with sometimes six laboring mothers, being the only registered nurse knowledgeable in delivery, little support, and concern for maintaining an RN license in such conditions, Misu began to seek other opportunities. Told “point blank from the Director of Nursing that unless I had a bachelor’s degree, I would not be considered” was the impetus for obtaining a BSN degree. “Motivating” factors also included “opportunities to advance in the healthcare system, income and better working hours.”

North decided on a nursing career after a lengthy discuss with a family member, who is a nurse, addressing the pros and cons of becoming a physician’s assistant compared to becoming a nurse practitioner. The desire to work with people, stay away
from a desk job, job availability and a steady income were factors that also lead to obtaining an associate degree. North expressed the reason for obtaining a bachelor’s degree was that the ADN program attended was not accredited.

Sky started in healthcare at a young age by becoming a certified nursing assistant in high school. A new local ADN program was starting, and it was “just 2 years” to finish. A family member asked to enter the program together, so support, family, and a traveling partner were reasons to start nursing school. It was also a personal goal to obtain a bachelor’s degree, “I just felt like I wanted to have that bachelors to feel more well-rounded.” Being able to play basketball at a university was also an incentive.

Sea knew early in life that nursing was the only career path to be taken. But being young, a single parent, no time, limited money, and a lack of available schooling options made nursing school challenging. Repeated efforts to attend a local university with an excellent daycare program were met with disappointment. Sea applied to both local ADN and BSN programs. The first student nurse opening was at the technical college and thus a journey in the nursing profession began. The reason for obtaining a bachelor’s degree was because, “it was required”. “Just nine months earlier, [my employer] passed a rule that ADN nurses had to obtain their bachelor’s degree in nursing within six years of hire”.

These participant biographies highlight the many different thoughts, reasons and pathways leading to a career in the nursing profession. Over half of the participants mentioned that if the associate degree in nursing had not been an option to begin their nursing career, it was most likely they would not be in nursing today. Time and money
were stated almost unanimously as barriers to obtaining a bachelor’s degree, with location and availability also frequently identified. These study findings support current evidence regarding motivation and barriers to nursing education (Altmann, 2011; Munkvold, Tanner, Herinckx, 2012).

One can see participants’ journeys are a constellation of vivid and descriptive stories. Personalities, life circumstances, situations and reasons for a career in nursing are as plentiful as the colors under the sun.

Data analysis was an iterative process. With each interview, the dialogue was examined at the individual narrative level, noting rich, descriptive images of meaning that ADN-BSN participants associated with practicing with a bachelor’s degree; then with each subsequent interview, the stories were examined as a collective searching for patterns and similarities. The first interview occurred in late May, 2016 and was a face-to-face meeting. Bay described the meaning of having a BSN in positive terms in all three focus areas, individual, community, and professional. Next was a face-to-face interview with Lake. Lake described “certainly some level of satisfaction being at a bachelor’s degree level” but finished with “the differences that it might be making professionally, I don’t know”. Adding, “I don’t know, though during the BSN process, the focus on research as far as being able to make change, being able to identify an issue that needs to be looked at further; I am now able to make suggestions. Is that because I have my BSN? I can’t say for sure.” When asked about caring for others from a community perspective, Lake stated, “I don’t know how much of a difference it [a BSN] made.” After the first two interviews, divergence in meaning presented in the data. Lake’s narrative noting
changes and growth in the individual perspective, but denied a difference caring for other
from a community perspective was interesting. The third interview was a phone interview
with North. This resulted in expressions of experiencing no differences practicing with
the associate degree and the BSN in all three focus areas. Researcher attempts were made
to tease out the nuances regarding divergence of narratives. During the third interview
follow-up questions about program curriculum were added. Bay had freely offered
information about having a 96 hour community practicum. When asked, North stated a
community practicum was required, but could not recall the number of hours needed, and
stated “I had to go to a flu clinic and give shots all day. I already had to do that [in ADN
program]. I didn’t learn anything new.” Such divergence in meaning making noted in
the first three interviews lead to further examination of possible influences as the iterative
analysis continued. Again, Gadamer’s philosophy is that the very struggle to combine an
interpreter’s fore-knowing of a subject with elements of other’s knowing is the process of
understanding (Gadamer, 1975). The fusion of horizons continued with each interview.
Consideration for variances and divergence of meaning included gender, age, programs
type (e.g. in-person, hybrid, or online), work place, and nursing roles, as well as
consideration regarding curriculum. A limitation of this study is that not all participants
were asked about BSN program curriculum, thus possibly missing data that could help
explain nuances of the divergent responses. The range of meaning across all three focus
perspectives continued with all the participants. The overarching theme, or grand theme
that emerged from the data was Difference of Opinions.
Grand Theme: Difference of Opinions

Examining Table 3, one can see that of the twelve participants, five participants (Anemy, Bay, Dakota, Jiigibiig, & Sky) shared narratives that described growth, improvement, or betterment in all three focus perspectives, the individual, community and member of the nursing profession. Three others (Dyami, North, & Sea) shared stories expressing they felt no change or difference in their practice in any of the three focus areas. The remaining four participants (Brook, Harbor, Lake, & Misu) expressed growth in one or more areas with ambivalence or indifference in others. Surprisingly, Brook, Harbor, Lake, and Misu were different in their areas of growth and ambivalence. The grand theme, *Difference of Opinion*, is a range of differing opinions between growth and improvement to indifference and ambivalence. The study data can be sub-categorized into what are called major themes that highlight the difference of opinions in the three perspectives; the individual perspective addressing personal and professional practice; the care of others from a community perspective; and being a member of the nursing profession perspective. With each perspective, participants shared narratives that capture a wide variety of meaning regarding practicing with a bachelor’s degree. Some participants praised their education and BSN degree attainment, expressing growth and improvement, while others report ambivalence or indifference, still other participants reported growth in one or more areas but indifference in others. The first major theme embodies the meaning from the individual perspective and emerged as *self-fulfillment, self-improvement and no change acknowledged*. From this major theme, three sub-themes were identified including, *the value of research and developing into a change advocate;*
becoming well-rounded, looking at things differently; and you don’t know what you don’t know, and education is only a piece of it. The second major theme, which addresses views from the community member perspective, again describing a range of differing opinions, was nursing goes beyond a patient and a disease process into the community, some see no difference. The third major theme was greater respect, more active engagement, and others report no change, which highlights participants expressed meaning and difference of opinions from the perspective of being a member of the nursing profession.

**Individual Major Theme: Self-Fulfillment, Self-Improvement, and Some State No Change**

The following interview questions were intended to explore the meaning of the BSN from an individual perspective:

- What does it mean to you personally and professionally to have obtained a BSN?
- What are some differences or changes experienced during your practice with the two entry-level nursing degrees?
- If you were standing in front of a room of associate degree nurses, what would you share with them about obtaining a bachelor’s degree?

Self-fulfillment sentiments were expressed by eleven participants when reflecting on what the BSN means personally. Words and phrases like pride, feelings of accomplishment, satisfaction and self-confidence were repeated several times over. Yet
for one participant, when asked what it means personally to have obtained a BSN, the participant simply stated, “more debt” (North).

Exploring what the degree means to individual’s professionally, the spectrum of responses ranged from, “I think I’m a better nurse” (Dakota) to, “I don’t think it made me any better of a nurse” (Dyami). Eight participants mentioned areas of self-improvement or enhancement, and four individuals shared stories acknowledging no individual professional practice change when reflecting on practicing with an associate then a bachelor’s degree. Note, this professional meaning was in the context of an individual’s professional practice perspective. Individual professional meaning responses were different from the responses when asked about BSN meaning from a member of a profession perspective.

When asked what the BSN degree means professionally, four responded by stating, “nothing” (Brook), “honestly nothing, I’m a bit irritated the I had to get it” (Sea), “interesting classes but just a piece of paper” (Dyami), and “It doesn’t mean a thing. I didn’t learn anything that I didn’t already know” (North). While stating the degree was void of meaning from an individual professional level, it was curious to discover that all four participants, along with the other eight participants, unanimously agreed that when standing in front of a room of ADN nurses, they would all state in various forms that students should go on and obtain their bachelor’s degree. The four individuals who acknowledged no change in professional meaning for the BSN stated, “I’d say it’s very easy, it takes a couple hours a week of your time” (North), and my “initial reason was personal. But…it will definitely open more doors” (Brook), as well as,
“I would tell them to do it…the best way is to get your associate degree…then you get to work as you get your bachelors…there are so many programs online that it is so easy to do” (Dyami). These varying messages will be discussed further in chapter five.

Areas of self-improvement included life-long learning, communication skills, increased knowledge, and leadership and management skills. A couple participants mentioned their feelings about enhanced cultural sensitivity, as one referred to her professional perspective, “It [BSN] opened it up to a more global aspect of healthcare” (Harbor). A few participants expressed belief that the bachelor’s degree provided more opportunities for jobs and advancement, as well as job security. “It really just opened doors. It’s more than just being able to apply to hospitals, or nursing homes. There are lots of other areas” Misu stated. Currently in a state organization working with Medicare services, Misu reported the position “required a bachelor’s degree, not necessarily did it require an RN.” Sky noted, “Opportunities way beyond patient care” were available with a bachelor’s degree. This topic lead to a short discussion of other opportunities including being a legal consultant, a consultant for software companies to provide input or teach others about health apps, or a healthcare equipment or pharmaceutical representative to name a few.

While participants’ insight provided a multitude of self-improvement areas, three areas were repeatedly touched on by participants, which were identified as sub-themes of self-improvement including: research and developing into a change advocate; becoming well-rounded, just looking at things differently; and you don’t know what you don’t know, and education is only a piece of it.
The value of research and developing into a change advocate. Several participants shared thoughts and stories regarding having a better understanding of what research is, how it is conducted, implications for practice standards, as well as how to review research critically. As Dakota stated,

*A lot of evidence based practice is from nurses working diligently in their field and profession. So, I do recognize that now. But when I wasn’t at that BSN level, I looked at it and thought, ‘Yeah, it [BSN degree] doesn’t look like there is much difference.*

Anemy shared, “I really look more at it from an angle of best practice. What is best practice…what is the standard that is out there…has something really been studied?” Additionally, Harbor made a distinction between their ADN and BSN program research education and remarked,

*Well, we touched on it [research] in the ADN program, but we didn’t know a lot about evidence-based practice. That really came in during part of the BSN program and learning about research. The reason why there is research, what they found behind the research and how it helps with better patient outcomes and caring for our patients…it’s just a different mindset, because now when you do the research papers and you learn why that research is important and why we are doing things, I think it really helped.*

Harbor provided an example of community acquired urinary tract infection (CAUTI) care and discussed the research driving policies and nursing techniques with Foley insertion to promote patient infection control. “*It’s taking it to another level and as*
an ADN nurse, I didn’t really think of all that…I thought about some of it, but I just thought well, it’s policy so go ahead and do it.” Jiigibiig also commented on Foley catheters, research, questioning orders and best practice stating, “before I probably would have questioned it but I wouldn’t have had all the background to say ‘these are the reasons we shouldn’t do this’.” Additional comments focusing on research, the idea of gathering knowledge and seeing situations from new perspectives were expressed like, “there seems to be a lot [of research]” (Misu), we can learn “how to do things that we can bring back to practice” (Sea).

Although eleven participants discussed the topic of research to some degree, not all participants equated knowledge of research to growth in their practice. Participants who shared insights regarding new knowledge and understanding of nursing research also shared how their new understanding contributed to development and a sense of identity as a change advocate. Discussion also included feeling more confident to talk with coworkers about change, policy and evidence based practice, as well as being more apt to promote the implementation and/or maintenance of evidence based practice. “I was better able to grasp new policies” (Dakota). This individual pointed out a safety policy, fall prevention strategies, and explained how knowing the research about some of the techniques used to prevent falls was much easier to follow and promote having read the research personally and understanding what it meant for patient outcomes and professional practice. Misu added, “The focus on research and evidence based practice…I guess I look at things differently as far as being able to make change”. A couple participants discussed growing confidence when presenting ideas because their
practice now included researching ideas, gathering information, and a change in perspective, which they stated helped them develop into a change advocate.

**Becoming well-rounded, looking at things differently.** Well-rounded is a term I’ve personally heard numerous times over the past few decades of practice and well-rounded can be found smattered throughout nursing literature, so it was not surprising when the term arose during the first participant interview. Seven participants used and discussed the term well-rounded. Probing questions were asked to determine what the term well-rounded meant to each individual. Participants defined well-rounded as thinking about more than just the patients, “*using all your senses, your knowledge as well as your skills, know your disease process and taking in the best way to care for your patients*” (Harbor), having a whole understanding of nursing concepts and what they mean, developing in-depth knowledge on nursing subjects like research and being able to “*take a step back*” (Dakota), to ask questions, find answers, and guide practice based on research evidence.

One participant returned for a BSN stating, “*I felt a BSN would really bring those well-rounded skills, to take and help me grow in the profession, and to help me lead*” (Anemy). Further explaining what well-rounded meant, Anemy stated:

*Before going back [for BSN], it just meant I had to show things taught in classes that I would never use…language or a literature class. I was thinking what does this have to do with nursing? But now I have a different appreciation for that area…I can look at it from a different angle and ask what is the meaning…I don’t*
think those pieces would have come from me if I had stayed in a comfort zone in my associate degree...going out...expanding some of those pieces.

Several other participants, throughout the interview process, clearly stated they were thinking differently and had an enhanced appreciation for areas that were touched on during their associate degree programs, but were expanded on during their BSN programs. Several participants used the term well-rounded to concisely express their new thinking and perspectives.

You don’t know what you don’t know, and education is only a piece of it.

During the first interview, the phrase you don’t know what you don’t know was discussed. The phrase captures the notion that even after obtaining an education, additional education offers additional knowing unbeknownst to individuals who have not advanced their education. Subsequently, eleven interviewees were asked about the phrase and whether it resonated with them having transitioned from the associate degree to the bachelor’s degree. While the majority agreed, “exactly”, several expanded on the idea stating “that’s true with any nursing associate or bachelor’s degree. Nursing is so broad” (Dyami). Others expanded it further and included, “that’s with anything, not necessarily your bachelor’s. Things are constantly changing...that is...with anything” (Dakota), and one individual pointed out not knowing what you don’t know was applicable when starting a new job. Discussion included examples such as education from a certified nurse assistant to a registered nurse and the idea that education “broadens your horizons, opens your mind to new...and exciting things, different perspectives, different ways of thinking and critical thinking” (Harbor), and “looking at the global
picture and looking at what’s happening, it’s opening up your mind. It’s exciting. There’s so much more out there.” One participant offered, “There are ‘aha’ moments all the time” (Misu). But a few participants were specific and shared “that education is only a piece or it” (Dyami) and “it all depends on…who you are,” “it’s your work and how you act and who you are,” “That is true [you don’t know what you don’t know]. But that is what you learn by experience (North),” and “education is only part of it (Brook).” This highlights the complexity of an educational experience, that while you don’t know what you don’t know, the act of knowing consists of many variables including life experiences, personality, and education programs to name a few.

The six participants who discussed education as a component to offering knowing that a person does not necessarily know, one person identified that “convincing someone who does not recognize value” (Lake) in education; it would be very difficult to convince them to return to school. “Too many variables” (Dakota) were cited as the challenge in getting people to understand what additional education offers. The notion of forcing education on people was emphasized with one participant’s response to the question of what would be said to a room of associate degree nurses, “I probably would tell them that they have to have an open mind to get anything out of it. I’d probably tell them to not be mad about going in and having to get it like I did. That’s probably not great. Maybe that’s just it, because it was required it made it that much worse for me” (Sea).

Bay offered this statement highlighting the theme, you don’t know what you don’t know. After a management/leadership practicum experience in the BSN program attended, Bay noted,
I never would have known when people are complaining about managers, and [saying] how they are always in meetings, and they can’t come out and help. Well, now I know what they [managers] do and it’s not just that they are sitting in meetings to sit in meetings. It is very important things, and they are making progress, and the things they talk about affect us down the line and patient care.

Sky provided this insight, “when people start talking about what somebody’s life is like, you really have no idea...you might have an idea, but you really don’t know until you talk to them and get to know them”.

Other participants expanded on the idea of you don’t know what you don’t know. Several participants shared thoughts that the phrase is applicable not only for advancing from an associate’s degree to a bachelor’s degree, but any education level, for example, as one participant stated, advancing from a certified nursing assistant to a nurse, while another hypothesized the same would hold true if advancing to a master’s or PhD level of education. Others mentioned, they believed it was not only education, but people’s personalities and how willing and open they might be to learning. Dyami noted changes in a friend after taking a management class, as well as changes in the friend’s work and increased committee opportunities. Dyami did not identify any personal changes saying, “I am who I am”, but finished with “friend had really changed”. Several participants questioned the role of education in addressing you don’t know what you don’t know, and included other factors like personality, and experience when reflecting on the phrase. The majority of participants agreed the phrase resonated with them and applied to their
academic journey obtaining a bachelor’s degree, and several discussed additional factors they felt played a role in expanding one’s knowing.

**Community Major Theme: Nursing Goes beyond a Patient and a Disease Process into the Community, Some See No Difference**

Participants were asked to share experiences pertaining to having a BSN and caring for patients or members of their community. Stories that were shared from the perspective of a community member ranged from caring for patients at the bedside and taking into consideration their needs when returning to the community, to considering the community and considering population health needs, as well as extending community to include global health. Although, there were five participants who expressed sentiments that obtaining a BSN did not enhance, improve or change their perspective on community. One participant explained, “I have always thought like that…I live in such a small community…honestly, my bachelors was about writing papers and I don’t think my bachelors changed that at all (Dyami).” A couple participants explained they did not have to address patients’ needs in the community. Participants stated they did not need to ask patients about, or inform patients of available community resources because other members of the healthcare team (e.g. case worker or social worker) took care of those needs.

Seven participants did express improvement in nursing from a community perspective stating, “I have a better sense of population health and community after I got my bachelor’s degree (Misu).” This participant explained a shift, recognizing that when working in a hospital, “people are largely coming…almost into your home” and that upon
discharge, people require education, resources and support to help them be successful returning to their home and maintaining a healthy state. Also, others mentioned their consideration at the bedside included seeing a person as more than their disease process.

“I had to assess the community…I think that brings in an element of not only caring for somebody, but you are caring for the whole community. It’s just that one thing leads to the whole…what you are saying is representing what is going out into the community (Jiigibiig).” After obtaining a bachelor’s degree, a few people mentioned thinking differently, for example, “I haven’t seen a huge difference in how I care for my community…but it has opened my thinking up about the process and how I do things and the way that I think of things (Harbor)” and another participant shared “realizing that other people’s ethnic backgrounds, Native American for example,…understanding their beliefs…I saw a lot of growth in that area…opened up my eyes (Brook).” Bay explained,

When I came out of [ADN] school, I was ready to put in a Foley, put in an IV and I’m ready to listen to your heart and understand what I’m hearing and know what I’m doing. But when you start adding those layers of social complexity and how to reach out to different resources in the community…looking at the whole thing. I wasn’t just looking at the patient’s physical health.

Additionally, a participant shared a story highlighting a different mindset which addresses community health from a broader perspective. The participant shared an experience of going to a conference and learning about new technology, which was thought by the participant, “a project that was going to make a difference not only in our facility, but in our community (Anemy).” The technology was telehealth, specifically
stroke telehealth. Stroke telehealth is a service that involves face-to-face consultation, via a Skype or Facetime type technology, with a stroke neurologist when a patient arrives to the emergency department with stroke signs or symptoms. The stroke neurologist is contacted using tele stroke technologies for expert opinion and recommendations regarding treatment. This participant brought the tele stroke idea back to administrators and collaborated with doctorate of nursing practice (DNP) students to bring the initiative to fruition. Extensive collaboration developed into tele stroke policy and procedures. “It [BSN] had given me the knowledge, the tools, the skill set, to be able to go to a conference and have the realization…there is no service” in the area and that initiative was brought back to the local community. The participant explained, “I don’t know that I would have recognized the need,” without a BSN education.

Seven participants identified having a new perspective that was beyond thinking of a person as just a patient and a disease process, rather having a sense of people being members of a community, as well as enhanced consideration for community, and population health. Five participants reported no difference between having a bachelor’s degree and an associate’s degree and thinking or practicing from a community perspective.

**Nursing Professional Major Theme: Greater Respect, More Active Engagement, and Others Report No Change**

Participants were asked to describe what having a BSN means from the perspective of being a member of the nursing profession. All twelve ADN-BSN nurses had the least to say about this perspective. Seven participants did not “see any big
changes (Harbor)”, although, five of these seven reported feeling like they had more respect. This interview question did elicit the most discussion about feelings of respect and stories related to BSN nurses being “better” than ADN. Participant’s comments included, “I think nurses with BSN are more respected (Harbor),” “having a BSN, I read earlier, is viewed by many people, as what should be the entry level in nursing. [I] feel better...that I’m not at the very bottom entry level (Lake),” “I didn’t really know...a pecking order until I actually got out and was working. There were nurses...who had a four-year degree who looked down their noses at the associate degree nurses (Misu),” and lastly, “I’m more than just an AND (Dakota)”. When probed about such feelings, comments and experiences, like the phrase just an ADN, most participants expressed having been at the receiving end of disparaging remarks or they had classmates or coworkers who had such experiences. Sea explained,

All throughout getting my bachelor’s degree, it was almost like the professors were trying to convince us that bachelor’s degree nurses were better than associate degree nurses. Those words were spoken in class.

For clarification purposes, the participant was asked, “What words did you hear?”
Well, for one of my classes, we walked in and sat down, and one of our first assignments was finding a research article that explained or proved that bachelor’s degree nurses were better than associate degree nurses. And all of us were just like, our jaws dropped. You’re standing in front of a room of associate degree nurses who are like, “What?”
Interesting, this participant did not find meaning in the bachelor’s degree in any of the three major themed areas.

Four participants expanded on their meaning of a bachelor’s degree from the nursing profession member perspective, while a fifth participant stated, “*my perspective has grown with my bachelor’s degree, but to quantify it, I don’t know if I can* (Dakota).” Two reported feeling more engaged, and as one indicated, “*I’m a pretty small fish…but I’m becoming more involved* (Bay).” Jiigibiig said, “*It is status…the more you know the more you grow and respect nursing…as a standalone profession.*” These four participants talked about being more aware of nursing professional issues like practice changes, involvement with nursing organizations and reading more journals, as well as being more aware of resources (e.g. nursing chapters, clubs), feeling connected, networking, and being on email listservs that provide information on nursing legislative matters, and encourage nurses to vote. Bay stated, “*I am much more aware.*” Anemy discussed working collaboratively with other disciplines, and educating nurses to help grow and build the nursing profession. A snapshot of participants’ views can be seen in Table 3. The table identifies whether participants expressed a change or attributed meaning to having a bachelor’s degree. The three sub-themes and three sub-categories are presented.

**Member Collaboration**

Member collaboration was conducted with three study participants to verify resonance of the themes and subthemes presented in this chapter. A short discussion occurred with three participants that included a review of the study findings, and the
emergent themes and subthemes. Participants were asked if the themes and subthemes were clear, and resonated with their experiences. Member collaboration confirmed clarity and resonance of study data findings.

Table 3. \textit{Changes (+) or No Changes (-) in Themes Discussed by Participants}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Perspective</th>
<th>Community Perspective</th>
<th>Member of Nursing Profession Perspective</th>
<th>Sub-Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemy</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brook</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakota</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyami</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harbor</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiigibiig</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misu</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. -* means participant stated no change in engagement, or meaning as a member of the nursing profession but did state feeling more respected.

Summary

The colorful and vivid stories of participants did emerge into patterns and similarities, which developed into three major themes. Participants expressed an overwhelming sense of pride and accomplishment for obtaining a bachelor’s degree. Multiple areas of growth were mentioned including life-long learning, communication skills, increased knowledge, leadership and management skills, as well as cultural diversity. Some inconsistent messaging was noted when four participants shared thoughts which emphasized the BSN degree meant nothing from the individual professional perspective. Contrary to the expressed indifference, all four participants reported they would recommend obtaining a BSN to a room full of ADN nurses. Self-fulfilment, self-improvement and some acknowledge no difference, emerged as the theme describing
participants’ meaning for obtaining a BSN from the individual perspective. Three sub-themes emerged from this major theme and were named the value of research and developing into a change advocate; becoming well-rounded, looking at things differently; and you don’t know what you don’t know, and education is only a piece of it. The sub-themes are emphasized areas of individual meaning that several participants expressed.

The meaning of a BSN from a community member perspective was summarized in the theme named nursing goes beyond a patient and a disease process into the community, some see no difference. Participant stories highlight that a community perspective includes seeing patients and nursing from new and different perspectives. A new and different mindset was experienced with obtaining a BSN which included a more global perspective. Several participants shared their expanding views of patients being more than their disease process in a hospital and living in a community where population health was a key component. Learning about community resources, individual perspectives, and the need for cultural sensitivity emerged as meaning of a bachelor’s degree from a community perspective. This theme was not without opposing views. A handful of participants expressed feeling their sense of community and how they treat patients as community members did not change.

When asked about the meaning of having a BSN as a member of the nursing profession, a few participants stated they did not feel there was any change with having the bachelor’s degree. The remaining participants discussed their feelings of greater respect with having the BSN and shared experiences of disrespect they experienced or felt with their associate’s degree. Three participants did broaden the discussion and
shared insight which included feeling more aware and engaged as a nursing professional. These shared experiences were captured in the third theme named greater respect, more active engagement, and others report no change.

Chapter five further discusses lessons learned, insights and a broadened, deeper understanding of what having a bachelor’s degree means to post-ADN nurses. A conclusion of findings, and discussion suggestions for future research and nursing education agendas are also presented in chapter five.
Chapter Five: Analysis, Interpretation, and Synthesis

During the last several years, the nursing profession, policy makers and health leaders have made concerted efforts to advance entry level nurses’ education to the baccalaureate level. The IOM (2010) made numerous recommendations to increase nursing education at all levels and set a goal of 80% bachelor’s degree nurses by the year 2020 citing research that reported better patient outcomes with more baccalaureate prepared nurses. Although, in 2015, a progress report evaluating the effectiveness of such efforts found little progress made toward the recommended goal. A literature review of several different areas of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon identifies that the knowledge, insights and understanding of nurses at the heart of the educational shift are currently missing from the literature. Successful transition requires insights from all key stakeholders affected by change. This study focused on ADN-BSN nurses asking for their opinions, insights, and thoughts on practicing nursing with an associate’s degree and subsequently with a bachelor’s degree. This Gadamerian phenomenological study explored the meaning of having obtained a bachelor’s degree as expressed by nurses who began their career with an associate degree. Gadamer’s (1975) philosophical approach highlights the importance of historical context and dialogue when trying to understand a phenomenon of interest, and phenomenology focuses on the lived experiences of individuals who are at the center of the phenomenon. A deeper understanding of the meaning of a bachelor’s degree to ADN-BSN nurses will contribute knowledge and phenomenological evidence that may influence future conversations about having a BSN as part of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon in the profession of nursing.
Purposive sampling produced twelve participants who shared their stories in one hour semi-structured interviews. Participants shared narratives about the meaning of the bachelor’s degree from an individual, community member and nursing profession perspective. The data were analyzed and three major themes emerged. The first theme emerged from the individual perspective and was named self-fulfillment, self-improvement, and no change acknowledged. Most participants expressed feelings of accomplishment and/or achievement along with personal growth in several areas, but four participants reported feeling no change in personal professional practice. Noteworthy, the same four participants who expressed no change in individual practice stated they would encourage a room full of associate degree nurses to pursue a bachelor’s degree. Subthemes developed from this major theme. Participants reported individual transformation and repeatedly expressed practice growth in three different areas. The first subtheme is the value of research and developing into a change advocate. Understanding research, how research is conducted, implemented and critically reviewing research were remarked on repeatedly in participant narratives. Participants explained they felt more active in institutional and practice changes because they had supporting evidence for change or knew how to review research to advocate for change. Several reported feeling more confident understanding evidence based practice issues and reported research as the basis for providing a standard of quality care. The second subtheme was termed becoming well-rounded, looking at things differently. The term well-rounded was explored and participants who used the term explained that well-rounded incorporated an expanded view of consideration in many situations and stated well-rounded was a new
way of thinking, and seeing various situations, their practice, and their experiences with
others. The last subtheme emerged as you don’t know what you don’t know, and
education is only a piece of it. Many participants agreed with the theme reporting that
they did not know much of the information available to nurses, but added the caveat that
education was just one aspect of learning new ways of knowing. In addition to education,
participants stated a person’s personality, opportunities, and experiences affected
individual knowing. A second major theme was nursing goes beyond a patient and a
disease process into the community, and some see no difference. Again, participants
shared experiences of growth and development in personal situatedness with others, “I
don’t think I had that sense of community…until after I had my bachelor’s degree
(Misu),” yet some did not see any changes, “Honestly, I did not see a change. I’ve always
had a good sense of community (Dyami)”. The third major theme was greater respect,
more active engagement, and others report no change. This theme highlights participants’
expressed meaning from the perspective of being a member of the nursing profession.
Here again, some participants reported feeling a sense of greater respect from coworkers,
nurse leaders and patients, and being more engaged through organizational memberships
while several other participants stated they felt no change.

While conducting this study, an assumption was that the data would provide
insight to answers as to whether a bachelor’s degree affects personal development,
knowledge, skills and/ or practice; what difference between the two entry level degrees
exists and if so, what are the differences; and is the time, money, and effort required to
obtain a BSN worthwhile and valuable? A deeper understanding of the meaning of a
bachelor’s degree derived from the narratives of ADN-BSN nurses is meant to contribute to future conversations and national dialogue and initiatives that focus on nursing education preparedness. Insights from ADN-BSN nurses will add knowledge to the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon, and may contribute to the decision making process of individuals pursuing a bachelor’s degree post ADN degree.

While chapter four described and discussed similarities and patterns in participants’ narratives, chapter five illuminates the meaning of having the bachelor’s degree for post ADN nurses. *Meaning* defined by the Merriam-Webster (2016) dictionary as the end, purpose or significance of something. The interpretation and synthesis of the data are intended to provide a broader and deeper understanding of what having a bachelor’s degree means as a component of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. This chapter offers an all-inclusive perspective based on analysis and evaluation of the narratives shared by ADN-BSN nurses.

**Lesson Learned**

One researcher prejudice prior to this study was a belief that all education offered some level of learning and growth. The assumption was that education lead to a positive outcome, or a positive change. Like the old adage states *knowledge is power*. During the study, to control researcher bias, when participants’ expressed no change, growth, or transformation after receiving a bachelor’s degree, participants were not challenged about their experiences. Instead, participants were asked probing and follow-up questions, such as asking them to share more or to clarify, in an effort to gain additional insights and information. Another approach was to offer examples from other study participants to
establish whether or not other participants’ growth and change experiences resonated with the individual denying any change or meaning of the BSN. A few participants clearly stated they did not feel any significant change, learning, growth or meaning after obtaining a bachelor’s degree. One lesson learned from this study’s ADN-BSN narratives is that educational experiences do have an impact on some individuals, but not everyone acknowledges change, growth, learning, new perspectives, or transformation. Transformational learning may not occur for everyone.

The following theories inform the analysis and reflection about the meaning of the baccalaureate degree for post ADN nurses. Theories related to stress and adaptation, adult learning and transformation, as well as, cognitive and professional development may help explain some of the discoveries realized through this research. These theories help explain the range of experiences described by ADN-BSN participants. The three major themes identified from the data highlight differing views in all three perspectives that were explored. Each major theme encompasses insights ranging from a transformative experience to no expressed change occurring. These theories help explain how educational growth and development, or lack of, may influence the meaning making of participants.

**Attitude, Personality, and Stress May Explain No Change and No Difference in Perspectives**

In each of the sub-themes (individual, community, & profession), some participants expressed no changes or meaning associated with having the bachelor’s degree when reflecting on practice and perspectives. The data show that not just one
individual stated no change in all three perspectives, rather a mixture of different views was reported. Regarding the individual perspective theme, four participants acknowledged no change (i.e. Brook, Dyami, North, & Sea). Different participants (i.e. Dyami, Harbor, Lake, North and See) expressed no difference or meaning perceived of having a bachelor’s degree in the community perspective theme. When discussing the meaning of being a member of the nursing profession, Brook, Dyami, Harbor, Lake, Misu, North, and Sea, shared statements expressing no change, although, Brook, Lake, Misu, and Sea, did note they felt more respected.

This study focused on examining the meaning of having a BSN post ADN. Participants who expressed no change or difference from the individual, community or member of the nursing profession perspective were not asked in depth questions about what no change or no difference meant. Even though no additional questioning occurred, similar patterns in the data from participants expressing no change did emerge. Participants shared stories of life events and stressors.

Study participant narratives illuminate the effects of various life events and priorities on learning experiences. Anemy shared that a significant health diagnosis halted the first attempt at obtaining a BSN and the degree was obtained years later after the health issue was controlled. Brook quit school because of the birth of a child. Reprioritization of life occurred and completion of a BSN occurred at a more conducive time. Jiigibiig expressed a significant health issue with a family member when obtaining an associate degree but stated that support systems were sufficient so schooling continued. Prior to Jiigibiig returning to school for a bachelor’s degree, a self-assessment
of family and life situations occurred. Timing was determined to be appropriate, and because faith was a significant component of Jiigibiig’s life, a Christian college was chosen for BSN completion. North and Sea expressed little to no change in perspectives after obtaining a bachelor’s degree. When asked what the BSN degree meant to each individual, North immediately stated, “more debt” and Sea mentioned the degree meant more debt and time away from family. The fact that money concerns and family sacrifices were prominent components defining the meaning of a BSN, it seems that such components may have shifted focus and energy away from the BSN learning experience. Every participant reported that time and money were barriers to obtaining a bachelor’s degree.

Altmann (2011) identifies that attitude is a significant component influencing learners and educational experience. Rusk and Rothbaum (2010) identify that stressors and focusing on self-validating factors interferes with an individual’s learning. Mezirow (1994) identifies that learning is interpreting and making sense of lived experiences. Dirkx’s (Dirkx & Mezirow, 2006) transformational learning theory includes intellectual, emotional, moral and spiritual dimensions of being, and the incorporation of a person’s interactions and experiences as significant components to a person’s understanding and knowing in the world.

If the lived experience is interpreted as debt and family sacrifice, one can understand the translation of a BSN degree meaning nothing. Another example how other influencing factors may affect the degree to which growth and development occurs. Two participants stated they were required to obtain a BSN to keep their job. One individual
reported changes and the other did not. Force or coercion may influence a person’s experience, but this example shows varying results. Participants expressing that the BSN degree did not have meaning is similar to Delaney & Piscopo’s (2004) study finding that indicated 10% of their participants expressed feeling no value was noted in obtaining the BSN degree. Additional factors besides an educational program influencing learning, needs further investigation. Life events, personality, and stressors may affect attitude, influence various dimensions of personality, and hinder the learning experience, thus, participants may be less receptive to learning, growing and transforming. Extensive research is available regarding the concept of stress and adaptation, including definition, influencing factors, and physiological and behavior responses. Future research examining lack of change or transformation during the ADN-BSN educational transition experience is needed. While some participants expressed no change or difference from having the bachelor’s degree, others did state changes in self, how they viewed others, as well as practice differences. The following theories help explain such reported transformations.

**Transformative Learning**

Several theorists address adult learning and transformative learning with special focus on various aspects such as development, psyche, and cognition. Jack Mezirow’s (1981) Transformational Learning Theory is an exemplar on transformative learning. Transformative learning transcends traditional content or competency-based learning models and develops the idea that learning is a means through which individuals change perspectives, and make meaning of educational experiences that results in cognitive development. Transformative learning moves beyond educators informing or imparting
knowledge to learners and addresses making sense of lived educational experiences. Mezirow’s model describes adult learning with a key component being individuals’ interpreting and making sense of their experiences or meaning making, which he argues is the essence of learning. “Learning is defined as the social process of construing and appropriating a new or revised interpretation of the meaning of one’s experiences as a guide to action” (Mezirow, 1994, p.222-223). Transformative learning is expanding the mind and consciousness through expansion of self-perspectives and worldviews (Dirkx & Mezirow, 2006). Transformative learning is a theory of adult learning that models how people transform and change during educational experiences.

Mezirow’s (1981) theory on perspective transformation draws from his research on the learning experiences of women who were in college re-entry programs. His theory addresses self-directed adult learning. His theory focuses on the process of learners becoming more aware of the constraints of prior assumptions, re-evaluating self and relationships, reinventing oneself to permit “more inclusive and discriminating integration of experiences” (Mezirow, 1981, p. 7) and subsequently acting on new understandings. He notes it is human nature to gravitate toward “new perspectives that are more inclusive, discriminating and integrative of experience in attempting to resolve disorienting dilemmas” (Mezirow, 1981, p.7) and provide a sense of meaning to one’s self, being or learning. He asserts perspective transformation is a central function for adult learners and requires critical reflection. Several other elements are identified in his theory that activates a transformational learning experience. First is a problem, an event, a dilemma, or an occurrence which makes a person question the status quo. Reflection of
the situation may involve a problem with cultural beliefs, assumptions, content, or possibly the process, or even the premise of the problem. Self-examination and critical reflection are core concepts of Mezirow’s theory. The person as a learner self reflects and examines personal knowledge, assumptions, and judgements. Mezirow emphasizes his belief that individual transformations can lead to greater societal transformation (Moore, 2005). Mezirow’s (1981) description of an individual’s progression through a transformative learning process, starting with an initial event leading an individual to change, and ends with full integration of new behaviors and views. The catalyst of change is a problem that cannot be reconciled or solved by previous problem solving strategies. The unresolved problem leaves the individual to question one’s current knowledge, behaviors, values and beliefs, and challenge oneself to deeply reflect on past experiences. Mezirow calls this phase of personal examination critical reflection. The individual recognizes that others have experienced similar situations of dilemma and discourse which leads to consideration of acquiring new knowledge, skills, and behaviors. The learning and transformative process is complete when the individual fully incorporates new learning, knowledge, attitudes, skills, behaviors, and relationships into his or her life. Mezirow states that once full integration occurs there is no returning to the previous state of understanding, thus a new, transformed perspective emerges (Moore, 2005). Not all individuals progress to the end stage of full integration. A spectrum of learning, action and changing exists when individuals are in the process of changing. Cultural and psychological barriers can prevent individuals from reaching the final state of complete integration. The adult learning process is complex, multidimensional, and
multifaceted (Kitchenham, 2008; Mezirow, 1994). “Learners enter an educational experience at different levels of readiness for transformative learning” (Mezirow, 1994, p. 217).

The learner begins to explore alternatives, relates to others with similar experiences, and discovers new ways of thinking, and acting, and builds confidence in a new role. Additional planning and new acquisition of knowledge and skills follows, which is helpful for implementing new actions. There continues to be expansion of new roles, development of new assumptions from new experiences, and understanding, and the reintegration of the learner into society with a transformed perspective (Mezirow, 1981; Mezirow, 1994). Transitions between stages of adult knowing requires questioning the past and present, appraising current existing life situations, seeking new possibilities for oneself and personal being within the world, and lastly modifying oneself until a new perspective forms and transforms one’s being, thinking, and knowing. Transformational learning is associated with content and tasks subject to self-reflection (Kegan, 2013; Mezirow, 1994). Learning can occur slowly over time or in epochal, *Ah-ha* moments (Dirkx & Mezirow, 2006; Mezirow, 1994). Dirkx (Dirkx & Mezirow, 2006) explains how transformative learning incorporates aspects of our own being in the world including intellectual, emotional, moral and spiritual dimensions and accounts for the interactions and exchanges with social, cultural, personal, and interpersonal experiences. He emphasizes that transformative learning is more than adults learning something new, rather he highlights transformative learning as a deeper understanding that challenges personal assumptions and meanings, as well as what learning is about. He focuses on
learning as an integration of personal being, or one’s inner world, and exchanges and experiences with the outer world. Transformative learning includes a broader horizon, a more vivid awareness of our inner self. Dirkx emphasizes the human psyche as an important component of transformative learning (Dirkx & Mezirow, 2006; Dix, 2016).

Mezirow’s theory suggests the stimulus for change is an individual’s self-reflection and questioning of the status quo. Several study participants expressed intrinsic inspiration and motivation for advancing their education. One can see the path of these participants and understand the expressed transformation of self that was experienced by obtaining an advanced baccalaureate degree. Also understandable is that participants who experienced extrinsic factors initiating educational change, for example being mandated to obtain a BSN or risk losing one’s job, breaks from this theory’s self-awareness as an impetus for change. If a learner accepts or rationalizes a new point of view without deeply self-reflecting and examining prior knowledge, assumptions and judgements, then perspective transformation does not occur. If top-down authoritative pressure or coercion are the driving force of personal change, perspective transformation is not likely to occur. Learning “without questioning the veracity or utility of information” (Kitchenham, 2008, p.113) is prohibitive in transformative learning. If deep self-reflection and challenging one’s own world view did not occur, or if participants felt they had little choice in returning to school, it is not surprising a few participants reported no change from their baccalaureate learning as Mezirow described. Although, an alternative possibility is that participants who expressed no change may be at a different stage of adult learning and/or development. Judgements of change being good or better based on self-reported change
from one entry level degree to another, ADN to BSN, is lacking a baseline with which to make such a judgement. One participant stated, “I didn’t learn anything that I didn’t already know (North)” which is that person’s reality. The subtheme you don’t know what you don’t know and education is only a piece of it, highlights this point.

Robert Kegan’s, *The Evolving Self*, sheds light on additional considerations when discussing adult learning. Kegan’s work (1982) focuses on development and organizes stages of adult evolution. Kegan praises the genius of Piaget’s developmental stages of children and expands the notion of continued development into and throughout adulthood. He discusses evolutionary stages within oneself, with others, as well as evolving as a part of a larger system. He identifies that change and transformation cannot occur for an individual until the individual acknowledges the past and present, emerges from his/her current knowing or reality and begins the process of differentiation to create a new transformed reality. “Growth always involves a process of differentiation” (p. 31). Kegan explains that as with children, adults do not evolve as a result of listening and being told to do so, instead evolution of meaning is the result of each individual’s “activity in the world” (p.41). The subtheme, you don’t know what you don’t know and education is only a part of it supports this explanation of evolving. The participants who shared that nothing new was learned when obtaining a bachelor’s degree, may have already known the content presented and did not develop into or through any new stages. Another alternative is a lack of self-reflection and examination of activities in the world, possibly due to attitude, stressors, and/or life events, and dismissing differentiation between past and present, which may have contributed to the perspective of no change.
The second and third major themes developed from participants’ experiences of transforming beyond themselves. The themes incorporated the community, the nursing profession, and an understanding of being a member of a global system. Kegan argues that moving beyond the self-authoring mind and moving to a stage when a person considers beyond themselves to a systems perspective does not occur before mid-life. This is a possible explanation of why fewer participants shared stories of change or transformation when asked about being a member of the nursing profession. Less than half of the participants are middle aged. Kegan’s stage of growth and loss of the institutional self, when transforming from individual self to a part of a larger system, is reported to be more difficult. An example of beginning transformation beyond self and being part of a system is, as one participant said, “I’m a pretty small fish. But I would say I’ve become much more involved (Bay),” which was said when describing the individual role in the nursing profession. Although, contrary to Kegan’s premise that individuals are not able to transform to larger systems thinking before middle age, the aforementioned quote is from the youngest participant who is 25 years old.

Regardless of the different forms and focus of transformative learning, all transformations involve a change in meaning perspective as Mezirow describes (Dix, 2016; Mezirow, 1981). Learning is more than the intake of information and the acquisition of knowledge (Dix, 2016; Kegan, 2009). Learning contributes to adult cognitive development. Recently, theorists have made distinctions between horizontal learning and vertical development.
Horizontal Learning and Vertical Development

Another concept that may explain the data are distinction between horizontal learning and vertical development. Horizontal learning is competency development that is an acquisition of knowledge, strengthening of skills, development of experiences and desired behaviors. This type of learning addresses what is known (Petrie, 2013; Petrie & Willburn, 2013; Kegan, 2013). Vertical development on the other hand involves cognitive changes and an altered perspective taking ability. Kegan focuses on a subject-object model of transformative learning differentiating between horizontal learning and vertical development (Kegan, 2013; Dix 2016). Kegan equates vertical development with states of transformation. He states people create meaning making through lived experiences. (Kegan, 2013). The transforming of how we think cannot be done to us, instead Kegan states we must self-transform. How we think is an evolution experienced through adult stages of development which is significantly influenced by our past and present knowing, experiences, values and beliefs. The evolution of how one thinks changes every aspect of life and because it is self-directed and transforming, Kegan calls this learning and development, vertical transformation. Bay shared this,

When I look back on it, I thought I was doing great! I thought I could run this place. (Laughing) But yeah, I couldn’t. I mean clearly I was thinking very small. I was thinking what was affecting my job, like when I had to do a med pass. Just my duties...Those inklings of things I learned during my bachelor’s degree helped me be a little more effective.
Vertical development improves how one thinks and interprets situations. It is related to the development of mental and emotional capacities, encouraging complex decision making, thinking systematically and strategically, as well as inspiring vision, collaboration and innovation. Vertical development involves changing, enhancing, improving, and transforming one’s consciousness, meaning making, and framing of a situation (Brown, 2014; Kegan, 2013; Petrie, 2013; Petrie & Willburn, 2013; Watkins, 2015). Advancing personal vertical development leads to a wiser, more inclusive being. Petrie and Willburn (2013) describe vertical development as not what is put into a person’s mind, from a class per se, rather an individual trying to figure out a way to expand the mind; allowing them to think, feel, interpret, whatever they do ‘take in’ in more thoughtful, multifaceted ways which leads to more creative, innovative output, or expressing more strategic thoughts.

Flowing, adapting, and modifying with change requires increased vertical development verses horizontal learning (Brown, 2014; Watkins, 2015). Watkins (2015) stated the rate of knowledge change in the 1950’s was doubled about every 25 years. The rapid rate of change with technological advances now leads to the rate of knowledge change doubling approximately every 18 months. Trying to keep up with what is known, as in horizontal learning, is unrealistic. Instead expansion of vertical development and advancing the stages of complexity of how a person thinks is necessary to keep up with the current rate of knowledge change occurring (Watkins, 2015).

Petrie (2013) describes three different strategies that promote growth in vertical development. First is addressing a complex challenge. Individuals need growth beyond
what they already know and are comfortable with. To encourage this stage, creating a
conflict or problem that moves a person beyond what is already known encourages
vertical development. For example, during an interview, a participant discussed
becoming aware of social complexities and mentioned personal growth. When asked if
the community practicum in the BSN program contributed to this growth, the participant
said, “Yeah, cause it pushed you to put yourself in those situations. I had to interview
people for certain things in the county (Bay)” which the participant stated was new and
was not an experience that was likely to occur had it not been a requirement in the BSN
program. The participant was given a complex challenge and was stretched beyond
current knowing. The second strategy to promote growth is developing new perspectives.
Individuals must develop new thinking and new perspectives to address change. Petrie
states that new ways of thinking or perspectives can be obtained from exchanges with
other people and listening to other people’s perspectives. The third area for growth in
vertical development is connecting with people and creating support systems.
Connections and support by others also leads to development of new perspectives and
thinking. Both horizontal learning and vertical development are necessary to enhance
cognitive intelligence.

Central to all types of learning is the concept of transformational learning or
meaning perspectives, which includes reflecting on one’s current knowledge,
assumptions, values, feelings, and judgements.
Conclusion

Twelve ADN-BSN nurses were interviewed to examine the meaning of having a bachelor’s degree post associate’s degree. Analysis included breaking down ADN-BSN nurses’ narratives into words and phrases and discerning patterns in the dialogue. Analysis was an iterative process throughout the study that began with the first interview with a fusion of horizons between the researcher and the participant which subsequently informed the second interview, which informed the third interview, and so on. While some ADN-BSN nurses shared narratives illuminating transformation, new perspectives, and new thinking, others stated the BSN did not have significant meaning, highlighting the grand theme, Difference of Opinions. After breakdown of data, further analysis included building the data back up into themes and subthemes with further development into supporting theories that explain the range of participant responses. The transformational learning theory, horizontal learning and vertical development theories help explain the research findings.

When obtaining the bachelor’s degree in nursing after a nursing career with an associate’s degree, individuals have the potential to expand horizontal learning, to acknowledge past and present views, self-reflect, and possibly change views and self-transform. Some nurses may or may not experience increased content knowledge, or horizontal learning. ADN-BSN nurses may or may not experience a change in their views or thinking, or experience a new sense of how to learn, similar to vertical development.

In adult learning, responsibility and authority is transferred from the educator to the learner. Transformation is the individual’s responsibility, even with extrinsic help.
Academic institutions and educational programs are intended to cultivate learners, but an individual is responsible for personal knowing, seeing, and thinking. Cultivation by definition means to create an environment suitable for growth and change. That does not necessarily mean growth, change, or transformation will occur. Whether a nurse experiences some change, significant transformation, or no change at all is neither good nor bad. Education is what the individual makes of it. Adults develop and make transformative change at their own pace. The meaning of the BSN degree is dependent on the past, present and world view of each ADN nurse obtaining the degree. The meaning is dependent on the unique intra/interpersonal systems each individual brings forth to and during the ADN-BSN transition experience. The advanced educational degree is an opportunity, an environment suitable for change, growth and transformation, but each individual pursuing the baccalaureate degree must be receptive to the possibilities. As Sea stated, “I would tell them [ADN nurses] they have to have an open mind to get anything out of it [getting a BSN].”

Critics of transformative learning theory argue that Mezirow’s theory focuses on individuals being the impetus for personal growth and development “at the expense of societal transformation and social action (Colland & Law, 1989; Hart, 1990; Tennant, 1993)” (Moore, 2005, p. 395). Since 2010, national initiatives have focused on societal transformation rather than individuals. The National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, & Medicine (NASEM, 2015) conducted an evaluation study of such initiatives and found a 2% change after four years of concerted national efforts. Since focused national efforts are slow to progress the advancement of baccalaureate prepared nurses, a closer
examination of possible changes at the individual level seems appropriate. Additional research in the areas of ADN recruitment, motivational factors, and individual stressors, as well as strategies to promote transformative learning, are necessary.

**Discussion**

The slow national progress to increase entry level nurses to a baccalaureate level favors re-evaluation of the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon focusing on learning and meaning as transformative learning theory proposes. This study was conducted with the primary focus being at the individual level and asking participants about their experiences. The intention being that the resulting meaning for having a BSN explicated from ADN-BSN nurses’ narratives would subsequently be relevant to and resonate with the large national audience of ADN nurses. The challenge is preparing the workforce for a rapidly change healthcare environment; and quality education producing personal and professional value are issues needing to be addressed.

Human nature is resistant to learning anything that does not fit well into one’s current state of knowing and understanding. At the same time, an urge to understand each lived experience causes internal strife and may be the impetus for change. Humans strive to progress and expand views, acquire knowledge, and change behaviors to make sense and integrate new experiences (Mezirow, 1994). This study discovered that the bachelor’s degree does offer opportunity for change and add to the foundation of the associate degree learning experience; but if an individual is not prepared to examine individual state of knowing and understanding, the end result is likely to be less meaningful and transformative. This discussion focuses on considerations for associate
degree nurses who are contemplating returning to school, seeking new experiences, and wondering about the meaning of an advanced degree. Also to be discussed is the role of nurse educators and their contribution to the national conversations regarding the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon, the critical role of promoting lifelong learning, as well as promoting transformational meaning making in the form of learner experiences. Consider Sea’s recollection of the first assignment in a BSN program. A classroom of ADN nurses beginning their BSN journey, and their first assignment they were asked to find a research article “that proved bachelor’s degree nurses were better than associate degree nurses”. However the assignment was worded, whatever that nurse educator said, the student’s takeaway was negative and the student was recalling that incident two years after it occurred, sharing her interpretation of that educational experience.

Habermas stated no one can know for certain if critical self-reflection and transformation has occurred. He states that even when an individual claims enlightened understanding, it could simply be a form of self-deception (Mezirow, 1981). Regardless of knowing for certain the outcome of an educational experience, action is required to try and assist learners in progressing toward a transformative ADN-BSN transition experience. Appraising a person’s readiness for change is a key component to consider when ADN nurses return to school to obtain a bachelor’s degree. Assessment of individual openness and readiness to learn requires self-reflection. An individual should assess the personal health and well-being, support systems available, current state of personal intelligences, life stressors, and environmental offerings. Also recommended is that nurse educators assess the history of the relationship of the learner and the subject
matter, assess learner personality and intelligences to establish conducive teaching strategies, as well as the learner’s past, current knowing and expectations. Discuss horizontal learning and vertical development to prepare learners for change. An open mind to possibilities, personal change, growth, and development is necessary for transformation, learning, and meaning making to occur. Also needed is an open mind to new ways of thinking and viewing the world. Helping insure learner growth is recognizing that learning goes beyond what is to be learned, and includes, how to learn and think. Baccalaureate nursing programs are intended to add to the foundational preparation of the associate degree nurse. This study does not assert that one degree is better than the other. But participant narratives do highlight that the bachelor’s degree offers opportunities to change perspectives and as one participant said, “the BSN isn’t better, it is just more (Dakota)” than the associate degree. Ultimately, it is the ADN learner’s responsibility to make sense of the advanced educational degree experience.

The researcher, a Certified Nurse Educator, suggests nursing education at all levels continues to move away from instructional learning, or competency-based learning, to an educational environment supportive of transformative learning and vertical development. Another suggestion is for learner assessments, (e.g. change assessments, motivational assessment, attitude assessments, and personality assessments) prior to admission. Such assessments may provide insights such as identifying individuals ready for change, people more likely to be successful in a learning environment, and those prepared for transformational change. Also, such assessments would help faculty get to know students, develop appropriate teaching and learning strategies, as well as
provide appropriate advising/mentoring direction. One faculty-student factor that was found beneficial, and motivated students, was faculty sensitivity to student needs (O’Neal, Zomorodi, Wagner, 2015). Noteworthy for ADN faculty, additional dynamics that inspire and motivate students to continue with academic endeavors are honesty, respectfulness, being knowledgeable about obtaining higher degrees, and personal beliefs on and demonstration of lifelong learning (O’Neal, Zomorodi, Wagner, 2015).

Admission assessments could also be compared to exit interview data and attrition rates to see if any correlation between change assessments, motivational factors, attrition rates, graduation rates and individual learner meaning making exists. A screening for BSN completion programs would similar to other admission processes that examine various data to determine the likelihood of success of students.

To assist nurses who may be considering a return to school, having a national clearing house website that lists available BSN completion programs by state, including information like cost, completion time, format (e.g. in-person, online, hybrid), and curriculum would be helpful. Providing information about cost, completion time, and format of program would address the most common barriers expressed by students. A clearing house website would also be a helpful resource for faculty for advising students on the subject of returning to school.

Strategies for BSN nurse educators to promote transformational learning and subsequent meaning making for ADN-BSN students are creating critical reflection opportunities, as well as incorporating transformational action strategies, to ensure growth, change, and transformation learning. Anemy mentioned a significant learning
experience was a community practicum, something not experienced in the ADN program attended. Bay noted that 96 hours of required community practicum and being “forced” to care for community clients was a new transformational learning experience. On the other hand, North mentioned having to go to a “Flu Clinic” and give shots which was something already done in the ADN program and North stated, “I didn’t learn anything new”. BSN programs and educators should not assume anything based on an individual’s transcripts regarding what the ADN learning experience entailed, rather a personal interview prior to a BSN program would highlight strengths and weakness of the learner’s prior academic and practice experiences. Helping learners to change perspectives requires educators to transition away from being traditional information givers to being a resource person. Educators are needed to create a transformative learning environment conducive to learners questioning their own state of knowing and being, as well as questioning the educational experience. Needed are educators who will help learners recognize personality characteristics, and intelligence strengths. Learners must be self-motivated and be responsible for their own education, only then can real progress toward a new perspective occur (Mezirow, 1981). Another task of nurse educators is to match an individual’s preparedness for change with appropriate processes and teaching strategies to bolster the individual’s readiness for change. Assessing, planning, and implementing appropriate learning strategies are essential for transformational learning and the success of each nurse experiencing the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. A fundamental question for nurse educators is this; if an associate degree nurse makes the transition from ADN to BSN, yet expresses no change
to self, practice, others, or being a member of the profession, is progress toward better patient outcomes or for the nursing profession made? Moore (2005) identifies that when people are forced or coerced into change, the end result is often uncertain and possibly undesirable. This is consistent with participants expressing no change in their nursing practice after obtaining a bachelor’s degree. A few participants reported having the choice of return to school, or lose a job or be stagnant in one position without possibility of advancement. Even volitionally choosing to change “may be a prohibitive factor in pursuing or maintaining a move from the status quo toward uncertainty, unpredictability, and unfamiliarity of change, even if a perceived change would be beneficial” (Moore, 2005, p.406).

Mezirow (1981) outlines three core adult educator responsibilities that he believes to be essential for assisting in transformational learning. The first is fostering critical reflection. This requires providing students with activities and opportunities that require critical self-reflection on prior knowledge, skills and behaviors, and to question prior assumptions. Having reflection essays or short open ended survey questions as part of the admissions process for entry into baccalaureate programs would provide insights to ADN readiness for change, development and transformation, as well as ADN nurse expectations. The second responsibility of nurse educators is to establish appropriate, ideal learning conditions along with learning communities, which offer learners the opportunity to be sensitive to the way others think, feel, and perceive the world and at the same time partaking in learning endeavors with the same people. These learning communities allow sufficient access and exchange of more inclusive perspectives. Such
learning environments encourage learner success and subsequent transformational learning. Lastly, educators must help nurses’ in the ADN-BSN transition to learn how to take suitable action by role modeling desired behaviors and decision making as well as assisting learners in understanding the stages of change. By assisting ADN-BSN students to understand change, theoretically then, appropriate action follows. Ideally the end result is successful transformative learning. Such a shift or change to transformative learning results in learners motivated to take “action to change social practices, institutions, or systems” (Mezirow, 1994, p. 226). The American Association of Colleges of Nurses (AACN, 2008) identifies that nursing education must work with practice environments to better align learning with patient and practice outcomes.

Future Research

Future research is needed assessing nurses’ learning experiences and transition into practice environments. While some BSN completion initiatives appear promising and report increased numbers of BSN graduates, such as the dual enrollment options and RN-completion programs for non-nursing BSN students, little evidence exists regarding the meaning making associated with the learner experience or the practice differences after BSN completion. Living in a rural environment, where all higher nursing education requires online learning or a 3 hour commute, the influence of a BSN degree on nurse meaning making, translation into practice and effects on patient outcomes are difficult to assess. The following paragraphs describe a new BSN completion program model, for small rural areas to specifically help increase BSN degree attainment for associate degree nurses and establish an avenue for future research. The proposed BSN completion model
addresses barriers to schooling, student engagement and ownership of learning experiences, promotes transformational development, and is a multi-disciplinary collaboration between hospitals, the community, and an academic institution. Proposed is a hospital based BSN program that is designed as a single purchase by students. The program curriculum would include necessary courses required for BSN completion, would be offered in a hybrid format with some options for online coursework, as well as weekly evening classes at a local hospital, and would run throughout the year except for holiday breaks, with estimated length of time for completion 18 months. All the coursework assignments would be required to fulfill a hospital or community (e.g. nursing home, school, public health) need. For example, a research class would have topics to choose from but all topics would be generated from the hospital or the local community. Each student would have a unique advisor or mentor throughout the program. Mentors/Advisors would receive evidence based training for that role. Courses would be taught by MSN, DNP, PhD or other qualified individuals employed by the hospital or community verses educators from the academic institution. All individuals in the educator role would be certified per state requirements, thus promoting lifelong learning for those individuals. A liaison would work with the school and hospital to assure appropriate teaching certifications of educators were met, as well as verifying student requirements for degree attainment were met. The cost of the program would be reduced since program educators, also employees of the hospital and community, were paid by employers per course, not the academic institution. Tuition would be negotiated between the hospital and the academic institution, and although reduced, tuition would
afford students access to student services and libraries services. Hospital educators would
also have access and utilize the school’s data management system for courses and
grading. Using local qualified nurses as educators promotes lifelong learning for those
nurses. Having mentors/advisors for each student promotes lifelong learning for the
mentors/advisors. Students would have decreased cost, local access, and would be
actively engaged in their work environment and the community, and closer to home, thus
addressing the top three barriers to learning; cost, time, and family. The hospital and
community would benefit from implementation of evidence based practices, and a highly
educated workforce. This proposed hospital based BSN completion program would
include an admission assessment as suggested earlier in this study discussion, along with
a commitment contract, and exit interviews. Future research is needed to examine
components of the program as well as outcomes, both academically, and hospital and
community based outcomes.

Future research is needed on education programs and curriculum. Participants
shared varying stories of required practicum and experiences which were dissimilar even
considering program format (e.g. online, in-person, or hybrid). Assuring curricula are not
repetitive and student learning experiences are transformation verses competency-based
are necessary to assure the nursing workforce is ready to meet the healthcare challenges
of the 21st century.

Summary

This study was designed to examine the meaning of having a BSN for ADN-BSN
nurses. The results validate a collective, comprehensive meaning that participants
described from narratives of individual experiences having transitioned from being an associate degree nurse to having a bachelor’s degree. Participant and researcher dialogue and the fusion of horizons produced data that was categorized into three major themes. The first theme from the individual perspective was named self-fulfillment, self-improvement, and no change acknowledged, from which three subthemes emerged, (a) the value of research and developing into a change advocate; (b) becoming well-rounded, looking at things differently; and (c) you don’t know what you don’t know, and education is only a piece of it. The second major theme incorporating the community perspective was named, nursing goes beyond a patient and a disease process into the community, and some see no difference. The third theme named greater respect, more active engagement, and others report no change captured views from being a member of the nursing profession. Informed by adult transformative learning theorists, the multifaceted past and present that ADN nurses bring to a bachelor’s degree program influences their individual meaning making of having a bachelor’s degree. One must acknowledge the numerous variables in bachelor’s programs which impact learner’s meaning making from different views, like the individual, community and professional perspective. A coalescence of the individual learner’s state of knowing and readiness for change, with a bachelor’s program coursework, environment and educators, cultivates transformation for ADN nurses. The individual meaning of the baccalaureate degree is construed by each ADN-BSN nurse who experiences the ADN-BSN transition phenomenon. Associate degree nurses who are prepared to critically self-reflect, examine personal assumptions, knowing and judgment, and challenge themselves to alternative perspectives and worldviews are likely to
discover transformational meaning in obtaining a baccalaureate degree. But making sense of experiences like obtaining a bachelor’s degree and learning from a bachelor’s program are the responsibility of the ADN learner. While cultivation is an environment encouraging transformation, each learner is responsible for their own meaning making. Even in environments created to cultivate transformative learners, like bachelor’s degree programs, some learners may not experience any changes. Learning is the lived experiences of the learner and the meaning making the learner associates with the experience.
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Hello Fellow Health Caregivers,

Are you an ADN-BSN nurse? Have you ever wanted to share your story and participate in a research study? Here is a great opportunity!

My name is Jill Sauld. I have been a registered nurse for 25 years and currently live in northern rural Wisconsin. I am also working on my PhD from the University of Minnesota which is the reason for this post. I am conducting research, semi-structured interviews with associate-to-bachelor’s degree registered nurses (ADN-BSN) on Skype or Facetime, to hear the stories and experiences of obtaining a bachelor’s degree after beginning a nursing career with an associate’s degree.

Why am I interested in this topic? A national initiative, encouraging nurses to obtain a bachelor’s degree or higher, has seen little improvement in the number of associate degree nurses obtaining advanced degrees. The perspective from nurses who have made the transition (ADN-BSN nurses) is not represented in the current literature; identifying reasons, benefits, or meaning for furthering one’s education. The aim of this study is to hear the experiences of qualified nurses who have transitioned from an ADN to BSN degree and identify similarities and patterns of meaning. One aim is to make explicit the meaning of a BSN from ADN-BSN experts, those who have lived and practiced with both degrees.

If you are a licensed ADN-BSN nurse, currently practicing in the U.S., graduated with your BSN within the last 1-5 years, and are interested in verbally sharing your perspective and experiences, I invite you to participate in my research study. Please continue reading to learn more about the study, inclusion criteria for participating, what will be asked of you and how to contact me to begin. I look forward to hearing from you so we can make discoveries together and ultimately share the ADN-BSN experience with the nursing profession.

PLEASE DO NOT RESPOND TO THIS POST IN THE COMMENTS SECTION IF YOU WANT TO PARTICIPATE. CONTACT ME VIA MESSAGING OR THE EMAIL PROVIDED. YOUR PRIVACY IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE.

My contact email is ADN.BSN.SauldStudy2016@gmail.com or sauld@umn.edu
Jill Sauld RN, PhD Candidate at the University of Minnesota

PARTICIPANT QUALIFICATIONS:

Inclusion criteria: A registered nurse who began nursing with an associate degree and has obtained a baccalaureate degree in nursing in the last 1-5 years. Currently licensed and practicing in the United States. Participant must have access to the internet for email communications as well as access to Skype or Facetime for a virtual face-to-face interview.

Exclusion criteria (making an unacceptable fit for participation in this study): Retired or non-practicing nurse, currently is a student, having additional associate or bachelor’s degrees in something other than nursing, having started nursing with a diploma degree, having advanced master’s or higher degrees, or no access to the internet.

STUDY TITLE:
A Phenomenological Study: The Meaning of Having a Bachelor’s Degree as Experienced by ADN-BSN Nurses

WHY AM I BEING ASKED TO BE INTERVIEWED?
You are invited to be interviewed because:

• You are an expert in the experience of having an ADN degree and then obtaining a BSN degree. Your experiences are unique and only you can provide the perspective of what having a BSN means after starting a nursing career with an associate degree.

HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL BE INTERVIEWED?
Ten or more participants are to be interviewed.

WHO IS PAYING FOR THIS INTERVIEW?
I, Jill Sauld, am paying for personal interview equipment (e.g. recorder, iPad, computer, internet service). I am not receiving any funds to conduct this study.

WILL IT COST ANYTHING TO BE IN THIS STUDY? NO
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time.

HOW LONG WILL THE INTERVIEW TAKE?
If you decide to participate, the study interview will last approximately 60-120 minutes. A follow up email will offer you a chance to add any additional thoughts. The interview time is difficult to estimate. If you wish to have changes made, you will be offered a follow-up phone interview. That additional interview will be scheduled at a time conducive to both parties. You have the right to stop the interview at any time.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THE INTERVIEW?
If you decide to be interviewed, you will do the following things:

• Give personal information about yourself, such as your age, gender, occupation, and education level.
• Answer questions during an interview about your nursing practice experience.

While you are interviewed, you will be expected to:

• Tell the researcher if you want to stop being interviewed at any time.

WILL I BE RECORDED?
Yes, if you consent to participate in this study, an audio recording of the interview will occur. A digital audio recorder will be used in order to ensure that all of your thoughts are recorded. The recording will allow the researcher to review what was said during the interview and document your thoughts accurately. Study data will be encrypted according to current University policy for protection of confidentiality.

RISKS AND BENEFITS OF BEING IN THIS STUDY
While this study poses little risk, it does not ask personal information or address a sensitive topic, it does require a couple hours of your time. There are no special benefits per se being in this study, although you may find it satisfying to reflect on your present and past experiences and you may find satisfaction knowing that others may be helped in the future.
WILL I GET PAID?
You will not receive any financial incentive for being interviewed.

DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS INTERVIEW?
Your participation is completely voluntary. You can decide not to be interviewed and you can change your mind about being interviewed at any time. There will be no penalty to you. If you want to stop the interview at any time, tell me.

WHO WILL USE AND SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY? PARTICIPANT CONFIDENTIALITY:
Any information you provide in this study that could identify you such as your name, age, or other personal information will be kept confidential. All personal information will be kept confidential by providing a unique research participant ID to use rather than your personal name. Upon completion of the interviews, original participant identifying information will be erased. In any written reports or publications, no one will be able to identify you.
All identifiable information will be kept in a locked file cabinet at the researcher’s home, password encrypted. The audio recordings will be kept in the same locked filing cabinet that only the researcher will have the combination. Files will be kept for a period of five (5) years after the initial interview.

PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR:
Jill Sauld PhD Candidate, MSN, PNP, RN, CNE

ADVISOR:
Danial Pesut, PhD, RN, PMHCNS-BC, FAAN
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Dear Nurse Leader,

My name is Jill Sauld. I’m a PhD nursing student at the University of Minnesota, seeking assistance in my recruitment efforts of ADN-BSN nurses for my research study. My study focus is examining the meaning of a BSN degree as experienced by ADN-BSN nurses. Below is an invitation to participate in my study and detailed information explaining the study and inclusion/exclusion criteria. In short, I am seeking practicing nurses who started with an ADN degree then obtained a BSN in the last 1-5 years and who are willing to share details of their practice experiences. I’m conducting semi-structured interviews via phone, facetime, skype, or in person, which will take approximately 1 hour. I would greatly appreciate your assistance in forwarding this study invitation to your nursing staff.

Most sincerely,

Jill Sauld
PhD Candidate, MSN, PNP, RN, CNE
sauld@umn.edu

Hello Fellow Health Caregivers,

Are you an ADN-BSN nurse? Have you ever wanted to share your story and participate in a research study? Here is a great opportunity!

My name is Jill Sauld. I have been a registered nurse for 25 years and currently live in northern rural Wisconsin. I am also working on my PhD from the University of Minnesota which is the reason for this email. I am conducting research, semi-structured interviews with associate-to-bachelor’s degree registered nurses (ADN-BSN) on Skype, Facetime, phone, or face-to-face, to hear the stories and experiences of having a bachelor’s degree after beginning a nursing career with an associate’s degree.

Why am I interested in this topic? A national initiative, encouraging nurses to obtain a bachelor’s degree or higher, has seen little improvement in the number of associate degree nurses obtaining advanced degrees. The perspective from nurses who have made the transition (ADN-BSN nurses) is not represented in the current literature; identifying reasons, benefits, or meaning for furthering one’s education. The aim of this study is to hear the experiences of qualified nurses who have transitioned from an ADN to BSN degree and identify similarities and patterns of meaning. One aim is to make explicit the meaning of a BSN from ADN-BSN experts, those who have lived and practiced with both degrees.

If you are a licensed ADN-BSN nurse, currently practicing in the U.S., graduated with your BSN within the last 1-10 years, and are interested in verbally sharing your perspective and experiences, I invite you to participate in my research study. Please continue reading to learn more about the study, inclusion criteria for participating, what will be asked of you and how to contact me to begin. I look forward to hearing from you so we can make discoveries together and ultimately share the ADN-BSN experience with the nursing profession.

My contact email is sauld@umn.edu or ADN.BSN.SauldStudy2016@gmail.com
PARTICIPANT QUALIFICATIONS:

_Inclusion criteria:_ A registered nurse who began nursing with an associate degree and has obtained a baccalaureate degree in nursing in the last 1-10 years. Currently licensed and practicing in the United States. Participant must have access to the internet for email communications as well as access to Skype or Facetime for a virtual face-to-face interview, unless a phone interview or face-to-face interview is conducted.

_Exclusion criteria_ (making an unacceptable fit for participation in this study): Retired or non-practicing nurse, currently is a student, having additional associate or bachelor’s degrees in something other than nursing, having started nursing with a diploma degree, having advanced master’s or higher degrees, or no access to the internet.

STUDY TITLE:
A Phenomenological Study: The Meaning of Having a Bachelor’s Degree as Experienced by ADN-BSN Nurses (UMN IRB #1603E85348)

WHY AM I BEING ASKED TO BE INTERVIEWED?
You are invited to be interviewed because:

- You are an expert in the experience of having an ADN degree and then obtaining a BSN degree. Your experiences are unique and only you can provide the perspective of what having a BSN means after starting a nursing career with an associate degree.

HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL BE INTERVIEWED?
Ten or more participants are to be interviewed.

WHO IS PAYING FOR THIS INTERVIEW?
I, Jill Sauld, am paying for personal interview equipment (e.g. recorder, iPad, computer, internet service). I am not receiving any funds to conduct this study.

WILL IT COST ANYTHING TO BE IN THIS STUDY? NO
You do not have to pay to participate in this study or in the interview process. Participation in this study is voluntary. If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time.

HOW LONG WILL THE INTERVIEW TAKE?
If you decide to participate, the study interview will last approximately 1 hour. A follow up email will offer you a chance to add any additional thoughts. The interview time is difficult to estimate. If you wish to have changes made, you will be offered a follow-up phone interview. That additional interview will be scheduled at a time conducive to both parties. You have the right to stop the interview at any time if you so choose.

WHAT WILL HAPPEN DURING THE INTERVIEW?
If you decide to be interviewed, you will be asked to do the following things:

- Give personal information about yourself, such as your age, gender, occupation, and education level.
- Answer questions during an interview about your nursing practice experience.

While you are interviewed, you will be expected to:

- Tell the researcher if you want to stop being interviewed at any time.
WILL I BE RECORDED?
Yes, if you consent to participate in this study, an audio recording of the interview will occur. A digital audio recorder will be used in order to ensure that all of your thoughts are recorded. The recording will allow the researcher to review what was said during the interview and document your thoughts accurately. Study data will be encrypted according to current University policy for protection of confidentiality.

RISKS AND BENEFITS OF BEING IN THIS STUDY
While this study poses little risk, it does not ask personal information or address a sensitive topic, it does require one hour of your time. There are no special benefits per se being in this study, although you may find it satisfying to reflect on your present and past experiences and you may find satisfaction knowing that others may be helped in the future.

WILL I GET PAID?
You will not receive any financial incentive for being interviewed, although a homemade jar of maple syrup is given to each participant in appreciation of your time.

DO I HAVE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS INTERVIEW?
Your participation is completely voluntary. You can decide not to be interviewed and you can change your mind about being interviewed at any time. There will be no penalty to you. If you want to stop the interview at any time, tell me.

WHO WILL USE AND SHARE INFORMATION ABOUT MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS STUDY? PARTICIPANT CONFIDENTIALITY:
Any information you provide in this study that could identify you such as your name, age, or other personal information will be kept confidential. All personal information will be kept confidential by providing a unique research participant ID to use rather than your personal name. Upon completion of the interviews, original participant identifying information will be erased. In any written reports or publications, no one will be able to identify you.

All identifiable information will be kept in a locked file cabinet at the researcher’s home, password encrypted. The audio recordings will be kept in the same locked filing cabinet that only the researcher will have the combination. Files will be kept for a period of five (5) years after the initial interview.

PRIMARY INVESTIGATOR:
Jill Sauld PhD Candidate, MSN, PNP, RN, CNE

ADVISOR:
Danial Pesut, PhD, RN, PMHCNS-BC, FAAN
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Appendix D: Interview Questions

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Demographic Information:
Name
Age
Gender
Ethnicity
Name of the college and the year you obtained your ADN degree?
Years of practice with ADN degree?
Name of the college and the year obtained BSN degree?
Was BSN obtained via online, in person or hybrid (both)?
Years of practice with BSN?

Study Questions

Even though the questions are numbered, there will be flexibility in the order of questions asked.

1. What were some factors that lead you to obtaining an ADN degree?

2. What were some of your thoughts or reasons for advancing your education and obtaining a bachelor’s degree?

3. What does it mean to you personally and professionally having obtained a BSN?

4. Emerging research addresses nurses’ education level, quality of care, and patient care outcomes. First, please define your understanding of quality of care as well as patient care outcomes, then share with me your experiences pertaining to having a BSN and caring for patients or members of your community. Can you share any examples?

5. Describe what having a BSN means from the perspective of being a member of the nursing profession as a whole. Describe a situation or example highlighting the BSN role in the context of the whole nursing profession.

6. What are some differences or changes experienced during your practice with the two entry-level nursing degrees? Examples?

7. What are the barriers and benefits to obtaining a bachelor’s degree in nursing?

8. If you were standing in front of a room of associate degree nurses, what would you share with them about obtaining a bachelor’s degree?

9. Please share with me anything you can think of about having your BSN that I did not ask about?